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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract
ProblemProblemProblemProblem Discussion:Discussion:Discussion:Discussion:

At present, the demand-driven situation pushes organiza tions to be more customer
centric. The retention of key customers is of vital importance to the firm's profit and
development because different customers have different impact on the business
performance. CRM, as a meaningful strategy, has been a hot topic in marketing field.
For certain supplier in the supply chain, the buyer is a customer. The relationship with
those company customers has an important influence on the performance of the
organiza tion. Plus, the literature around CRM within B2B field is little. Thus there is a
great need to study CRM. In this thesis, CRM is a tool used to study the relationship
between roles in supply chain.

Purpose:Purpose:Purpose:Purpose:

The aim of this thesis is to find out whether CRM can be used in B2B relationship.

Methodology:Methodology:Methodology:Methodology:

In order to answer the purpose, both literature study and empirica l research are
conducted for CRM, which is not only a meaningful subject in academic study, but also
a strategy used widely in practice. The authors use qualitative research to do this study.
The outcome is gained through abduction, which means comparing the empirica l
find ings with prelimina ry understanding of the topic.

Conclusion:Conclusion:Conclusion:Conclusion:

The authors find that the implementation of CRM follows the process as value creation
- multichannel integration - knowledge management. Case companies don't have
specific customer segmentation because of small scale and operation difficulties. In
addition, they haven't established relationship according to the definition of the thesis,
which is a result of low involvement, no collaboration, and communication problems.
They can be interpreted in to a representation of a lack of trust because of different
culture background.
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1111 INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
This chapter gives a background to the thesis topic where basic issues will be
introduced. Afterwards, the problem discussion will be presented which in turn leads to
the purpose and research questions. Furthermore, the outline of the thesis is presented
and given a short description.

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground
This thesis focuses on the relationship management of key customers in business to
business field. The authors aim to figure out whether the model of CRM can be used to
analyze relationship in the business to business field and try to get some manageria l
implications of customer segmentation and implementation of CRM.

The foundation for CRM, Customer Rela tionship Management, namely relationship
marketing, is traced back to the 1980s when the dynamics of the markets were rapid ly
changing. The need for new strategies in order to increase profits was evident as the
growth within many markets (Ambler, 1996). An internationa l marketing professor
Kotler (Cited in Payne, 2006, p 7) cla imed that "If companies are to compete
successfully in domestic and global markets, they must engineer stronger bonds with
their stakeholders, including customers, distributors….," From then on, companies
began to focus on customer maintenance, which implicates that the funct ions of
companies are interconnected as circles with the customers in the centre (Roberts-
Phelps, 2001). Therefore, CRM showed up. In the early 1990s, CRM was used as the
customer information management tool in the market. The CRM was treated as the
tactica l system to attract customers in the midd le 1990s. The business approach CRM
arose in the late 1990s from the principles of relationship marketing and it became a
well used strategy by managers within all types of industries (Stone, 2004).

Through collaboration between information technology (IT) and business, CRM has
become one of the main topics among scholars and practitioners in both the IT and
business disciplines in a number of studies published since the 1990s（ Kittipong,
2009）.

Through the studies, CRM is usua lly considered to have three perspectives:

- CRM as a particular technologica l solution;

- CRM as a wide range of customer-oriented IT and Internet solutions;

- CRM as an approach to manage customer relationships in order to create shareholder
value (Payne, 2006).

It means that managers can use CRM as a technical applica tion to handle the customers ’
data, as the system to receive and achieve the customers demand, and as the strategy to
attract and retain customers to take more profitability.

As the internet developing, eCRM occurred. eCRM implies a myriad of issues,
quest ions, approaches, technologies, and architectures that are different from
client/server-based CRM. Many of them are genera l issues related to the internet
(Greenberg, 2001). Hence, eCRM is CRM online (Greenberg, 2001).
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However, in this thesis, the authors’ delimitation of CRM is strict ly bounded to the view
of CRM as the strategy, which integrates the entire company’s organiza tion and
activities to get better relationship with customers in order to improve company’s value.
Moreover, it is impossible for companies doing business without internet nowadays.
Therefore, eCRM is considered as a tool to achieve CRM.

Although there are many articles about CRM, many of them focus on the scope of
business to customer (B2C), which means that in the theor ies, “customer” is defined as
the “individual customer”. However, the authors prefer to do the research of CRM in the
field of business to business (B2B), in which “customer” is called “client”. The
customer (client) is not the individual one, but the organiza tion, who may be the
supplier of another organiza tion.

A supplier must identify what character ist ic make up a good customer for their firm
(Korth, 2004). In the thesis, we adopt the term "key customer" to represent customers
who have important influence on companies. The term was used by many scholars, such
as Ryals (2006), O’Loughlin and Szmigin (2006), Arnett and Badrinarayanan (2005),
Korth (2004), etc. Ryals (2004) argues that suppliers have three criter ia into account
when consider ing whether to treat a customer as their key customer : magnitude of
potentia l business; that customer’s propensity to buy the more sophist icated parts of the
supplier ’s range; and the customer’s approach to suppliers. In this thesis, the authors try
to make clear the usage of managing relationship with the “key customer” in B2B field.
Therefore, the definition of the “key customer” is the customer who takes up a large
percent of turnover in the supplier, not the big customer having relationship with
supplier , which means in this thesis, the key customer is who accounts for large
turnover of the supplier even it does not have relationship with supplier.

It is significa tive to do this kind of research, since mentioned that the study of CRM in
the business to business field is limited. There are a lot of studies on CRM and B2B
separately, but the authors only found one article researches CRM in B2B directly. Zeng,
Wen and Yen (2003) cla im the development and improvement of CRM will be good
for the B2B system and make it more competitive to mainta in customer relationship.

Figure 1.1: Porter’s Generic Value Chain (Coyle, Bardi & Langley, 2003, p.15)
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A number of important factors and related character ist ics are keys to successful
implementation. From figure 1.1, customer service is a very important element of
successful supply chains. In the logist ics and supply chain perspective, customer service
has three recognized levels (Coyle, Bardi & Langley, 2001). The on-time delivery and
precise filled orders are the basic foundation to mainta in customers. It is the basic
requirement to meet the specia l requirements of customers in the first level. The second
level is to service customers actively, such as scheduled deliver ies, advanced shipment
notices, tailored pallet packs (Coyle, et al., 2001). The highest level of customer service
is to add value for important customers, for example, vendor-managed inventory,
collaborative planning and forecast ing, supply chain visibility of inventory, and so on
(Coyle, et al., 2001).

It is important to develop prior ities for the biggest customers with highest services.
Many companies find that a relatively small percentage of the customers account a
significant share of their sales. An effective supply chain partner should make the
prior ity service to the "A" customers (Coyle, et al., 2001).

The customer service is the essentia l part in the supply chain. If lack of the customer,
there will be no supply chain, because customer purchases goods while supplier provide
them. And the customer in the business to business has its specific character istics that it
usua lly takes up a large volume of goods comparing with individual customer.
Moreover, the business customer always has lots of channels of information and the
communication methods to other firms. Therefore, retaining business customers not
only can increase the profit of suppliers, but also develop a good socia l network for
suppliers.

1.21.21.21.2 ProblemProblemProblemProblem DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion
As the profound changes to the world, the competition in business field becomes more
and more severe. The key factor that determines whether a firm can get the competitive
edge is transferring during this process. The difference between firms comes more from
the quality of service other than that of products. That is ma inly because advanced
services are much more difficult to imitate than production techniques. According to
Bejou and Palmer (1998), the development of a long-term and valuable relationship
with customers is the essence of marketing for many services. Besides this, innovation
of technologies enables firms to realize the goal of provid ing better and tailored service.
Such new marketing thought and technology lead to more customer centric management
strategy ( Payne, 2006). More and more firms consider customer retention as a strategic
tool (ibid ).

However, because of the limited resources and specific advantages, no firm can keep all
its customers and aim at full customer retention (Egan, 2004). On the other hand, not all
customers have the potentia l for a long-term relationship (Jobber, 2001). Most firms
face both individual customers and business customers, since the individual customers
are difficult to capture and be tailored with a specific service, long-term and benign
relationship is more possible in B2B interact ion. Further more; different customers have
variable importance in bringing profit to the firm. As a result, if a firm manages to
assign different resources and efforts to different ranks of customers, the cost will be
returned with a higher outcome. That is to say, the retention of key customers is of vital
importance to the firm's profit and development.
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In the late 1990s, Credit Suisse Group launched a Loya lty Based Management program
to retain its most profitable company customers and established targeted marketing
programs after identifying them (Payne, 2006).

The relationship management of key customers is not easy. CRM is a systematic
concept including three levels: strategy, management and technology. Each isola te
factor can't contribute to successful CRM. Though there are many software package
about CRM, expected outcome can't realized naturally. CRM requires customer centric
thought, cross-funct iona l processes and supporting technology etc. Be a vital part of the
whole CRM, relationship management of key customers has an even higher requirement
of the consistent and effective implementation.

Nevertheless, there is little literature study on specific relationship management of key
customers. Most of them give an overa ll invest igation without sorting out what kind of
customers should be preferred and establish targeted programs. And as a term origina ted
from marketing subject, CRM models can also be used to analyze relationships between
roles along the supply chain. For certain supplier in the supply chain, the buyer is a
customer. The relationship with those company customers has an important influence
on the performance of the company. In this research, we will analyze whether CRM can
be used as a tool to improve the collaboration between actors among the supply chain.
Companies so far rarely integrate supply chain management and customer relationship
management (Kracklauer & Warmbruun, 2004), and the literature study is relatively
few compared with other research conducted within the field of CRM.

1.31.31.31.3 PurposePurposePurposePurpose
The aim of this thesis is to find out whether CRM can be used in B2B relationship.

1.41.41.41.4 ResearchResearchResearchResearch QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions
The purpose will be answered through focusing on the following research quest ions:

• What are the pros and cons of the case companies in establishing relationship with
customers in B2B?

The meaning of the study is learning something useful from the practice. The authors
try to get more empirica l exper ience to do the analysis with the theoret ica l study. Both
the strengths and weaknesses can be valuable for other companies in similar context.
“Rela tionship” is the footstone of the study of CRM, so that to have the advantages and
disadvantages of relationship between customers and suppliers are significant.

• What are the features of CRM?

In order to use CRM in the study of B2B relationship, the authors need to define the
meaning and character ist ic of CRM, and then the knowledge can be used to conclude
the theoret ica l study and analyze the case. Only if the essence of CRM is mastered, it
can be used as a useful and efficient tool.

• Whether case companies segment their customers?
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If there is no measurement, there is no control. If there is no control, there is no
management. If there is no management, there is no improvement. Only if the firms
figure out their customer levels, they can treat different customers in different ways in
order to make them satisfied. So that the authors planed to invest igate whether the
companies have customer categor ies, if not, how they should segment them.

• How do firms implement CRM in practice?

As mentioned, CRM in the thesis is described as the strategy to mainta in customers, so
that it is helpful to do the research with the information about how empirica l companies
keep their key business customers. Based on the prelimina ry model of CRM
implementation put forward by the authors, the empirica l information can be analyzed
so as to capture the advantages and disadvantages of the companies.

• What are the managerial implications for companies?

The purpose of the theoret ica l study is applica tion in practice. In the thesis, we aim to
indica te the manageria l implications through study of CRM, so that companies can
make clear how they can do in B2B relationship.

1.51.51.51.5 OutlineOutlineOutlineOutline ofofofof thethethethe ThesisThesisThesisThesis
• Chapter 1 – Introduction.

In Chapter 1 the research and practice background of the topic are presented for readers,
followed by an extensive problem discussion. The purpose is presented afterwards and
leads to the outline of the thesis in turn as the conclusion of this part.

• Chapter 2 – Methodology.

The chosen methods used throughout the study are presented, then a discussion about
valid ity and reliability are given and fina lly a method reflect ion is held.

• Chapter 3 – Theoret ical Framework.

The third Chapter presents theor ies and models that provide readers with knowledge
regarding CRM as well as other theoret ica l information relevant to the purpose. The
Chapter acts as a foundation for the collect ion of empirica l data and analysis.

• Chapter 4 – Empirica l Findings.

In this Chapter, the empirica l find ings are presented. Firstly, descript ion of the chosen
companies is given followed by a presentation of the interviews made.

• Chapter 5 – Analysis.

The empirica l find ings will be connected with the theor ies and made a comparison with
theoret ica l framework in order to shed light on and answer the research quest ions.

• Chapter 6 – Conclusions.

In this last Chapter, the authors summarize the output of the analysis and provide
readers with a number of conclusions. This is done with the aim to explore whether the
purpose of the research is fulfilled. Finally, manageria l implications are given, and
suggest ions for further studies are discussed.
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2222 MMMMETHODOLOGYETHODOLOGYETHODOLOGYETHODOLOGY
The following section is going to describe the methods that used for conducting the
study, in order to help readers to build up a clearer mind that how the authors do the
research and draw conclusions. It will first discuss the research approach when
conducting a study in a social environment from the point of the authors. Following that,
research strategy and methods used in this study will be elaborated in detail, including
qualitative and quantitative study, abduction, data collection, data analysis, literature
study. At last, the data validity and method reflection will be presented.

2.12.12.12.1 ResearchResearchResearchResearch approachapproachapproachapproach
The way in which researchers conduct the research and interpret the observation is of
vital basic influence on outcome especia lly in the area of socia l science. This part is a
genera l introduction to the science way that will be followed in this socia l science study.
When coming to research approach, there are different divisions in research. In the
authors’ view, research approach comprises three layers. Six approaches are organized
according to the prominent feature. However, they just mean the use of certain approach
is more subjective or objective.

Subject ive Objective

Figure 2.1: Research approach, constructed by the authors

• Fundamental standpoint-hermeneutics and positivist ic

When one is attempts to examine and understand the reality, underlying assumptions
influence the interpreta tion of reality (cited by Antar & Gholamifar from Eriksson &
Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001). There are two main directions when dealing with the
scientific ideologies, positivism and hermeneutics (Lövblad, 2003). They come from
different assumption of reality: subjective or objective.

Positivisms hold the point of objective, which believe that an assumption is only correct
when it corresponds to the reality. Hermeneutics, which go through research by
Friedrich Schleiermacher, Wilhelm Dilthey, Martin Heidegger, Paul Ricoeur etc. from
theology, hold the point of subjective and believe that the reality can only be understood
from an individual perception since reality is subjective. Furthermore, the hermeneutic
view seeks for an understanding of the object that is studied (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-

Positivist icHermeneutic

Empirica lTheoret ical

QuantitativeQuali tative
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Paul, 1999), which implies that the knowledge and pre-understanding exist and affect
studies after that.

In this study, the authors cla im to have a hermeneutic view. The reality is believed to be
subjective and is made up of systems where people are in constant interact ions,
according to Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1999). When people interact with each
other, unaware influence arises , which then leads to lost objectivity of a research (cited
by Antar & Gholamifar from Starrin & Svensson, 1994). Hence, the authors should
clearly show their assumptions and conditions under which the outcome is gained.

• Theoret ical and empirica l

Following hermeneutics, there is an interact ion between theory and empirica l study in
understanding of the reality. The theory is the subjective interpreta tion of the objective
reality. Theory and empirica l find ings show more subjectiveness and objectiveness
respectively. The hermeneutics circle states that interpreta tions and theor ies are
constantly developed and redeveloped in alliance with empirica l study to make sense of
our world.

Figure 2.2: The hermeneutic circle (Eriksson &Wiederheim-Paul, 1999, p. 222)

In this study, the literature study will be conducted ahead of empirica l research in order
to have a comprehensive view of the research status in this field. What's more, a
theoret ica l frame will be made and used to guide the empirica l study. The following
empirica l study will be done with case companies by the means of interview and email
conversation. After that, cooperation will be made between theoret ica l and empirica l
study, which may lead to the understanding of the author's own. Though empirica l study
of qualitative study is also with subjectiveness, it still more closed to the polar of
objectiveness because it is based on the reality.

• Qualitative and quantitative

In specific study, there are two different methods to consider: quantitative and
qualitative (Cooper & Schindler, 1995). Quantitative analysis emphasizes the
measurable objective find ings of the reality while qualitative analysis stresses the
reasoning and interpreta tion of the reality. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
Quantitative approach is more random and statist ica l while qualitative approach is more
genera l and deeper. The select ion and amalgamation of them can be seen as both the
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specific part of research approach and the genera l part of research strategy. In this thesis ,
only qualitative study will be used in order to get much deeper information of the case
companies. It will be elaborated in detail in the part of research strategy.

2.22.22.22.2 ResearchResearchResearchResearch strategystrategystrategystrategy
There are five primary research strategies in socia l science according to Yin (2003):
exper iments, surveys, archival analysis, histor ies and case studies, each has certain
advantages and disadvantages, which are determined by three conditions : the type of
research quest ion posed, the extend of control an invest igator has over the actual
behaviora l events, the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to histor ica l events.

In this study, two of these strategies were used; the research method used can be
displayed in the following chart. The main method is abduction. According to Arbnor
and Bjerke (1997), an abductive approach is when conclusions are drawn from jumping
back and forth between empirica l and theoret ica l materia l, which hence is in line with
adopted strategy. Theoret ical materia l will be gained through literature study while
empirica l materia l will be got from case study. In the course of case study, the authors
will collect rela tive data by severa l means, which are qualitative. After that, the
collected data will be analyzed through jumping back and forth between empirica l and
theoret ica l find ings. The whole process is the applica tion of abductive approach.

Figure 2.3: Research strategies used in this study, constructed by the authors

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 QualitativeQualitativeQualitativeQualitative studystudystudystudy
There are many methods that can be used to do research. Before beginning the study,
the authors must consider what should be conducted in this thesis, because not choosing
an efficient and correct entrance will produce skewed or biased results (Ezzy, 2002).
According to Riley, Wood, Clark, Wilkie amd Szivas (2000), there are two methods for
gathering data, namely qualitative and quantitative.

In the opinion of Cassell (2006), the qualitative studies are conducted not including
numerica l data in their observations of the information collect ion or analysis. To
conduct a qualitative study, the data is collected by using persona l involvement as a

Abduction

Data analysis
Case study

Literature

Study Data collect ion

Qualitative
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group of respondents are interviewed. It means that the qualitative study relies on the
ability of researcher/researchers, who should get deeper understanding of the
information from the interviews’ sentences, body languages and other communication
forms. In other words, choosing qualitative study represents that the involvement of
researcher is high and better information can be observed.

And a qualitative study includes more empirica l invest igations, where you invest igate
your settings or assignment from real life exper ience and search for an understanding
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). Under the qualitative study, the results of the
invest igations are subjective instead of objective, because the outcomes are always
affected by the researcher’s subjectivity and exper ience. Every researcher interprets
information in the same context in different ways, so ever interpreta tion is unique. And
researcher can add value to the information, because researcher can share new
knowledge in the process of interpret ing the information using his/her previous
knowledge and exper ience in other areas.

Saunders et al. (2003) define that large materia l is collected for a genera lization purpose
in the quantitative study. And it needs a large amount of data to do the statist ic research.

The focus of this study is on invest igating how a company classifies its key customers
and how to mainta in the long-term relationship with them. In order to get a deeper
understanding for the subject, data was collected by using personnel interview.
Qualitative study is adopted. And since the attention is paid on a small amount of target
companies, large data can not be collected, quantitative study is disrega rded.

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 AbductiveAbductiveAbductiveAbductive approachapproachapproachapproach
This thesis is going to use the abductive approach to analyze the study instead of the
inductive approach and deductive approach. According to Alvesson and Sköldberg
(2000), abductive approach is relevant to the understanding of a subject. And according
to Arbnor and Bjerke (1997), an abductive approach is when conclusions are drawn
from jumping back and forth between empirica l and theoret ica l materia l hence in-line
with the chosen strategy.

An abductive approach is chosen to enable reasoning supported by both empirica l and
theoret ica l invest igation in the thesis. The interpreta tion is based on the combination of
the facts and theor ies. The information of the case study is considered as the empirica l
reasoning. And using the empirica l reasoning to compare with the exist ing theor ies can
abduct new understanding.

At the beginning of initiating this thesis, the authors read a lot of books and articles
about CRM and tried to pick out something that worth doing research from the
theoret ica l materia ls. Some of the books and scholars are recommended by the teachers
in our lectures. The authors type the key words “CRM, B2B, supply chain” to search the
suitable books and materia ls in the website of Jönköping University Library. And then
the authors make a list of targets that will be studied on. When the authors finish the
theoret ica l part and initiate to write the empirica l part according to the theoret ica l part,
the authors find out that there is something that should be discussed in this thesis but is
missed in the theoret ica l part. So that the authors go back to the theoret ica l part to add
something new and continued to write the empirica l part according to the new
theoret ica l section. So the theoret ica l part is the direction of writing empirica l study, but
the empirica l part also can inspire the authors to improve the recognition of what to
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research in the thesis. Further, the more prefect theoret ica l part can be a clearer sign to
lead the empirica l part. Again, with deeper studying of the empirica l case, a much
clearer picture of what to research and how to research is shown before the authors.

2.2.32.2.32.2.32.2.3 DataDataDataData collectioncollectioncollectioncollection
2.2.3.12.2.3.12.2.3.12.2.3.1 CaseCaseCaseCase studystudystudystudy

Theoret ical study is too abstract, so that the authors want readers to get a clear picture of
what are studied and what is the research result through the case study. The case the
authors going to study is the customer relationship in business to business field. And in
order to give readers a more visua l view of the study, the authors will lay out the
empirica l find ing thereina fter.

••••ChoiceChoiceChoiceChoice ofofofof companycompanycompanycompany

The aim of the thesis is to figure out whether the CRM can be used in the business to
business field. Therefore, in this thesis, CRM is not a particular technologica l solution
or Internet solutions, instead, it is an approach to manage customer relationships in
order to create shareholder value (Payne, 2006).

In this thesis, the research industry is the decoration industry. The authors prefer to find
the Chinese company, who provides goods for the customers in Sweden, because the
authors are Chinese with good understanding of Chinese culture and also have some
knowledge of Swedish culture for the reason that the authors are studying in Sweden.
Hence, the authors have some knowledge before initiating the study. And the target
customer in this thesis is not individual customer, but organiza tion. The main customers
of decoration firms are business organiza tions, so it meets the authors' research proposal.
Moreover, the authors do not have many choices because the interviews are conducted
by the professor. Therefore, we have the case study about the decoration industry about
the shop fitting concerning on five companies.

With the help of the authors’ professor, the research consists of three interviews and
severa l emails. Two interviews are held in China in English and one is held in Sweden
in Swedish. In order to keep secret for those firms, names of companies are anonymous.
We name them Swedish Design Company, Million China, Agent Bridge, Chinese
Tooling Factory and English Agent. The introduction to them will be presented in the
empirica l chapter.

•••• SpecificSpecificSpecificSpecific casecasecasecase studystudystudystudy

In the real world, understanding one thing is the roof of understand other severa l things.
Therefore, specific case study is necessary in analyzing the theor ies of CRM. In the case,
lots of key employees in the companies will be involved, because through the contact
with them, the important information can be gained.

Difficulties can arise when external researchers study an organiza tion without any
previous knowledge or exper ience from the firm (Holme & Solvang, 1991). Before
doing research, researchers should get deeper insight of the companies.

Before listened to the interviews, the authors have done a lot of researches through the
Internet to get the knowledge of the firms attend ing to the interviews. The authors
searched their names through internet and browsed the website of the companies. After
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a genera l understanding, the authors listened to the interviews for severa l times to figure
out the relationship of the interviewees and exposure the implication of the relationship.

2.2.3.22.2.3.22.2.3.22.2.3.2 DataDataDataData gatheringgatheringgatheringgathering——SecondarySecondarySecondarySecondary materialsmaterialsmaterialsmaterials

There are two kinds of data, the primary data and secondary data. Primary data is
information gathered for the problem by the researcher and the secondary data is the
information that already exists, which has been collected and analyzed by another
researcher for another purpose (Churchill, 1996). When doing the research, only
secondary data are used. The books, articles, the interviews done by professor Helgi-
Valur Fridriksson and emails are all the secondary materia ls.

•••• InterviewInterviewInterviewInterview

According to McDaniels and Gates (2005), the interviewer should first ly decide which
kind of quest ions that should be asked. The second step was to construct the quest ions.
The authors argue that when doing so, the starting point in every quest ion should be the
purpose and the problem discussion of the thesis. According to McDaniels and Gates
(2005), well constructed quest ions with the correct rank order and language increases
the trustworthiness of the answers.

Three interviews are preformed. The first interview is between Professor Helgi-Va lur
Fridriksson and the manager of the Million China, which lasts 47 minutes. The second
interview is among Professor Helgi-Va lur Fridriksson, the manager of the Chinese
Tooling Factory and the manager of Agent Bridge Shanghai, which lasts one hour and
22minutes. The third interview is between Professor Helgi-Va lur Fridriksson and the
manager of Swedish Design Company, since the interview is in Swedish, the authors
could not listen to the interview. Hence, the professor interpreted the interview to the
authors. Before the interview, the professor has prepared well for the interviews.
Because the interviews are handled by Professor Helgi-Va lur Fridriksson, the authors
did not join the interviews direct ly; the authors have listened to the record of interviews
for severa l times and listened to the interpreta tion of Professor Helgi-Va lur Fridriksson
to get a clearer picture of the case. After the authors have finished the transcr iptions, the
authors read them carefully and have some find ing. The find ings will be presented in
Chapter 4.

•••• EmailEmailEmailEmail conversationconversationconversationconversation

Although the interviews are greatly connected to the topic of the thesis, the authors can
not get all information we want through the interviews, because the authors did not join
the interviews directly. The authors have some quest ions that the interviews could not
provide the answers, so that after the interviews, the authors put forward some further
quest ions based on prelimina ry study, the responsible person replied the emails for our
quest ions, which also are used as the materia l for the study.

The quest ions on the emails are: Do your firm have customer segmentation? Do you
have any specia l treatment to different customers?
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2.2.42.2.42.2.42.2.4 AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

Figure 2.4: Components of materia l analysis: interact ive model (Huberman & Miles,
1994, p12)

The data needs analyzing after being collected. Materia l analysis is made up of four
activities according to Miles and Heberman (1994): analysis, reduct ion, display and
conclusion drawing and verification. Materia l reduct ion concerns the focusing on
collected data leads to relevant conclusion. Materia l display is helping the authors to
move forward based on pre-understanding. Conclusion drawing and verification is a
process though the whole research which starts from presenting theoret ica l propositions
until verifying them.

In this study, theoret ica l propositions are first ly presented in the framework of theory.
The theoret ica l framework consists of four parts, definition, dimensions, segmentation
and implementation of CRM in B2B, although some of them come from the research in
B2C field. The empirica l study collects relevant data according to the framework. The
authors mainly get practica l information from three deep interviews and severa l emails.
Based on collected data, some phenomena and observation are transformed into useful
information and direct conclusions are drawn. After the authors organizing
understandings of the empirica l study results, certain patterns and relationships in the
materia l are found in order to answer the research quest ions and continue to the next
process. At last, the empirica l study results are compared with theoret ica l propositions
and the fina l conclusion is drawn.

Since this is a case study. According to Yin (2003), there are two ways of analyzing
data for case studies: within-case studies and cross-case studies. The former ones
consist of comparing the collected data with theoret ica l propositions while the latter
ones consist of comparing data collected from severa l case studies. In this study, the
former one was used. We study a case where five companies are involved. The case was
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studied to find the relationship between theory and practice and get the authors ’
conclusions and implications about CRM.

The authors construct the empirica l part and analysis part according to the theoret ica l
framework part. As a result of that, readers can get a clearer picture of the whole thesis
and can understand more easily.

2.2.52.2.52.2.52.2.5 LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature researchresearchresearchresearch studystudystudystudy
According to Antar, Gholamifar and Viberg (2005), writing a thesis is rather a process
that starts long before writing. The author’s research started from studying relevant
materia l from library, web databases. The literatures concerning customer relationship
management, supply chain, logist ics, customer retention were studied. Most of them are
academic books and articles published by academic press or in scientific journals, some
of them are web pages or other resources like newspapers etc. Because the research is
conducted within the area of logist ics and supply chain management, the resources in
this field were preferable in the research process.

According to Ejvegård (2003), search words that are used to find the relevant
information is an essentia l ingredient of writing a thesis since those key words have a
great impact on the results presented. In this study, the key words used to search for
information are in the sequence of relationship marketing, customer satisfaction,
customer relationship, customer relationship management, CRM within B2B, customer
retention, CRM of SMEs, CRM and supply chain management etc. , in order to cover
aspects of the issue and invest igate the core problem in-depth. The most used databases
are AB informs, Julia, Emera ld and Google Scholar. Most of the information was found
in the library of Jönköping University.

2.32.32.32.3 ReliabilityReliabilityReliabilityReliability
No method is prefect. The qualitative methods are not excellent in many people ’s eyes,
because it is too subjective. The empirica l factors are relied on the exper ience and
subjectivity of the researchers. The qualitative methods are criticized for their
unstructured nature and it is argued that because of this fact, the research is hard to
replicate (Bryman, 2001). However, both of Merriam (1998) and Yin (2003) discuss the
reliability of a qualitative research and they argue that, if the same case study is
conducted by other researchers who use the exact same methods, the outcome of the
two researches should be similar. Although in the authors’ opinion, the results of every
research should be unique, the qualitative method should also be reliable if the
researchers can combine their empiricism and the exist ing theor ies.

There are no qualitative approach that has a single and consistent method for analyzing
texts, conversations and interact ions (Silverman, 2004). Therefore, in this thesis, authors
try to use various methods to collect data in order to have enough information to revea l
the realities behind the phenomenon in different angles.

Patel and Davidson (2003) cla imed that profound pre-understanding of the subject is
necessary, so that correct interpreta tions can be made by the researchers. The professor
has prepared the quest ions well to make sure the interviews can go through well. The
authors have pre-understanding of this subject before. And the professiona l career
people can help the authors to have deeper understanding of the subject according to
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their work exper ience. As a result of that, the authors can contribute some new
knowledge in this field.

2.42.42.42.4 ValidityValidityValidityValidity
Yin (2003) supposed that authors should find out if the research can revea l the reality
and whether the phenomenon of the invest igation is wanted. Six strategies should be
considered when the valid ity of the research (Merriam, 1988) measures. The first
strategy is the triangulation, which means the researcher should use various resources to
do the research. The second strategy is participatory control, which means getting feed-
back from the participant before the fina l presentation to assure that the participants are
satisfied with how their opinions are viewed. The third strategy is to observe the
invest igated phenomenon under a longer period. The forth strategy calls for, horizontal
examina tion and critique, which implies the others in one group can judge the thesis
before it is published. The fifth strategy is the participants adding any additiona l
information during the research. Finally, the sixth strategy the researchers should
describe the conception of the world from a theoret ica l standpoint with underlying
assumptions.

The research of this thesis is of valid ity. First of all, the authors collected as much data
as we could, the books, the articles, and the information from the empirica l companies.
Although the authors would not get feedbacks from the case companies before the fina l
semina r to see whether there is something needed to change, with the help of our tutor,
who has a lot of exper iences in such area we make some corrections. As the time of
finishing this thesis is limited, long term research can not be achieved. However, the
deeper research through communication about these companies can make up for this
weakness. With the help of the authors’ supervisor and other students, the authors make
this thesis better and better. When doing this thesis, the authors try to use the previous
knowledge and exper ience to add value to the research. Moreover, through the period of
writing this thesis, the authors get more knowledge about culture, human being besides
business. With the preciseness attitude to write the thesis, the authors assume that the
research result is valid.

2.52.52.52.5 MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology reflectionreflectionreflectionreflection
The underlying descript ion of this chapter is to reflect upon the authors’ chosen research
method. The authors have tried to figure out the most suitable methods to complete this
thesis. Two master students with the different background and exper ience do this
research. As mentioned in the qualitative study, researcher can add value to the
information collected in the process of interpret ing the information with his/her
previous knowledge and exper ience. With the complicated education background and
the knowledge of Chinese culture and Swedish culture, the authors interpret information
in a most suitable approach to add value to the study.

However, there are still some weaknesses of the methods. The authors tried to find a
most suitable company to do the research as soon as the authors have decided the topic.
In order to find a company would like to provide enough information to help the authors
do the study, the authors have sent hundreds of emails and went to severa l firms directly
to ask for help. However, the authors got no reply. One reason that companies rejected
the authors is they do not want to communicate in English since the authors can not
speak Swedish. Another reason may be the firms do not trust foreigners that they can
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not "leak" information to the authors. If not with the help of the professor, the authors
can not find any Swedish company to do this research. Further, the interviews were not
done by the authors directly. Instead, they were done by the professor. Therefore, some
answers the authors want can not be found in the interviews. As a complementation, the
professor helped the authors to send emails to companies to ask the missed quest ions.
The authors got the information through the record of interviews and the retail of the
professor. Hence, the authors can not get the deeper interpreta tion through the
interviewees’ body languages.

As the term "CRM" is origina l from the marketing study, not too many articles and
books about CRM in the logist ics field. Therefore, the authors need to use some
materia ls not focusing on supply chain but marketing.

The authors assume that the case can represent the genera l situation in the B2B field.
However, another fact of weakness is that the research is focusing on one supply chain
involved companies from Sweden and China. Hence, there is some geography limitation ,
But we still believe, from the study, we can get some points of relationship in B2B.
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3333 THEORETICALTHEORETICALTHEORETICALTHEORETICAL FRAMEWORKFRAMEWORKFRAMEWORKFRAMEWORK
This part is aiming to construct a theoretical framework for the empirical study. It
comprises four parts, part 1 explains the definition of CRM in B2B, part 2 illustrates
each dimension of CRM in B2B, part 3 analyzes the selection process of key customers,
and the last part presents the procedure of successful implementation.

3.13.13.13.1 DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer
In the book of Greenberg (2001), the definition of customer is that customer is who
your company provid ing a service to for a fee of some sort; no matter he/her is your
employee or friend. Even in the same company, a department has the right to get bids
on the services from both internal departments and outside the firm. Therefore, a single
department can be treated as an entity of a customer. At the beginning of the thesis, the
authors have mentioned that the customers in the thesis are organiza tions in the business
to business felid, not individual customers. Moreover, in order to specify the
relationship between company and company, the definition of the internal customers in
an organiza tion is disrega rd. In conclusion, the term "customer" in this thesis is only
defined as the company purchasing goods from another company.

3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship
According to Barnes(2000),few definitions are given to describe "relationship" although
literatures about CRM discuss elements that influence relationship.

Based on the study of Grönroos (2000), if the customers keep contact with the same
company and buy goods from it frequently, a relationship is established. However,
according to Antar and Gholamifar (2006), this method is not enough to define a
relationship, because it is lack of other considera tions. Maybe customers go to the same
firm to purchase things for the reason that the price is low or the location is convenient
(Antar & Gholamifar, 2006). A customer may purchase goods from the same company
for years, but it does not mean a relationship has been established, instead it can be a
practice (Barnes, 2000).

Barnes (2000) cla imed that loya lty and positive emotions are implications of a
relationship and there is a stable link between the supplier and customer in a
relationship, which makes supplier and customer feel they are tightly connected with
each other.

According to Grönroos(2000) , when customer perceives that a mutual way of thinking
exists between customer and supplier, a relationship has developed. And in this thesis,
the authors prefer to do the research about the long-term relationship.

FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors thatthatthatthat influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence relationshiprelationshiprelationshiprelationship

There are a lot of factors that can influence relationship. However, not all of them are
significant in influencing the relationship in the business to business field. The authors
only pick up some notable elements to discuss. The customer-supplier relationship has
developed from a traditiona l arms-length relationship into a closer collaborative
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relationship (Hoyt & Hug, 2000), which means that “involvement” and “collaboration”
are important factors about relationship.

Besides involvement and collaboration, trust together with information sharing has a
great effect on relationship (Corsten & Felde, 2005).

Lele and Sheth (1988) describe that, the factors are all affected by the culture that is
practice in the organiza tion.

Since the ideas of severa l scholars support that involvement, collaboration,
communication, trust and culture as the main factors effect relationship, the authors
choose these factors to do our study.

•••• InvolvementInvolvementInvolvementInvolvement

Grönroos(2000) defined relationship as "A relationship has developed when a customer
perceives that a mutual way of thinking exists between customer and supplier or service
provider". From his definition, the implication of relationship is that two parties of the
supply chain have the two-way commitment, have the mutual method of thinking and
share the information in order to achieve the same goal.

In other words, That suppliers just give their information to attract customers and
commit to the customers, which are not enough. Instead, they should abduct the
customers to involve into their business in order to get the two-way commitment. And
in order to have a mutual thinking, communication between supplier and customer is
necessary. The approach to customer communication should differ depending on the
level of customer interest and involvement in the relationship (Blomquist, Dahl &
Haeger , 2002). Therefore, it is necessary to categor ize the involvement of customers.

Moderate

Low

High

None

Interest in product(s) and communication

Involvement
in relationship
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Figure 3.1: Four levels of customer involvement (Blomquist et al., 2002, p46)

Consider ing the involvement of customers is the rock of establishing relationship.
According to Blomquist et al. (2002), the customers with no- or low-interest and
involvement want to get the core information easily. And they will feel annoyed if
suppliers "over communicate" (Blomquist et al., 2002). The higher level of customers
would like to share more information. With the help of the customer involvement
category, companies can leverage the relationship value without unnecessary
investments and find precise solution to each level of customers if they want to build
relationship with them (Blomquist et al., 2002). The category of involvement can help
companies to communicate with different customers efficiently in different methods.

•••• CollaborationCollaborationCollaborationCollaboration

Corsten and Felde (2005) describe collaboration as "crea ting value together" and "a
high level of purposeful cooperation". According to Coyle, Bardi and Langley (2002),
collaboration is a key to success in the supply chain, particularly when many logist ics
and supply chain innovations are multi-organiza tiona l.

Vereecke and Muylle (2006) cla im that firms can enter two different forms of
collaboration. Collaboration can be described as a more structural way of collaborating,
such as initiating internet systems, co-locating plants. The other form would pay
attention to the exchange of information between organiza tions, such as sharing demand
forecasts, sales, shipping, inventory, and delivery.

A deeper collaboration requires more resources, since both partners are mutually
responsible for the relationship (McClelland, 2003). And Coyle et al. (2002) declares
that collaborative logist ics provides complete visibility to the whole process in the
supply chain to all parties. However, it is a great challenge for firms to collaborate with
customers, suppliers (Coyle et al. , 2002). And a lot of firms just use little money to
invest in the collaboration process (Vereecke & Muylle, 2006). However, the need for
collaboration cannot be oversta ted (Coyle et al. , 2002).

•••• CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication————InformationInformationInformationInformation flowflowflowflow

Only after companies getting know each other well, they can establish a mutual thinking,
and then trust each other, moreover, become loya l to each other.

Communica tion is a metaphor ica l spread of a mental representation between a sender
and a recipient (Saviolo & Testa , 2002). A broader and more coherent strategy is
needed; more attention should be paid on the information exchange issues (McClelland,
2003).

According to Saviolo and Testa (2002), communication can be classified as internal
communication and external communication. Internal communication is the information
exchange between employees and shareholders in order to make them work with the
same goal for the firms. External communication is sharing information with the
participants outside the firms.

Coyle et al. (2002) declares that customer communication is essentia l to the design of
logist ics service levels. And communication must be a two-way street. Supplier is able
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to transmit information to the customer while the customers' request information can be
received by suppliers.

•••• TrustTrustTrustTrust

DeMaio (2001) cla imes that trust is mutual and reciprocal in B2B. Trust is the rock of
keeping a long-term relationship between supplier and customer and this relationship
can help firms to be more competitive in the globa l market (Partin & Söderbring, 2009).
Hence, in order to build up a good relationship in the supply chain, trust is the
fundamenta l element.

Morrman et al. (1993, p. 82) describe trust as a willingness to rely on an exchange
partner in whom one has confidence. Morgan and Hunt (1994) cla im trust is the
awareness of confidence in the integrity and reliability of partners. And Crosby, Evans
and Cowles (1990) declares that trust exists when customers have confidence in the
honesty of the other part. In conclusion, trust stresses the essentia l of reliability and
confidence (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999).

In the opinion of Gwinner, Gremler and Bitner (1998), the benefits that caused by trust
is more vital than the specia l treatment that comes from close relationships to service
firms. However, depending on one supplier or customer would be dangerous, because it
will go out of business, so that firms must balance the trust relationship (Partin &
Söderbring, 2009).

•••• CultureCultureCultureCulture

"Culture is a learned, shared, compelling interrela ted set of symbols whose meanings
provide a set of orientations for members of society." (Terpstra & David, 1991).
"Culture is everything that people have, think and do as members of their
society"(Ferraro, 1998). Culture can be viewed as "a system of values and norms that
are shared among a group of people and that when taken together const itute a design for
living." (Hofstede et al. 2007) To sum up, culture is learned, interrela ted and shared. It
is related to an individual’s values and understanding of the world, which influences an
individual’s behavior in particular ways. The authors assume that culture can influence
the decision of one firm. Moreover, culture can make the way of doing business.

Hence, in order to do internationa l business successfully, pre-entry assumptions need to
be examined and tested. Besides, learning from exper ience is vital. Thirdly, doing
business in foreign needs cultural adaptation individually and organiza tiona lly. Fourthly,
ethnocentrism at individual and organiza tiona l level can contribute to failure of an
internationa l venture. Fifthly, cultural sensitivity must be taught sincetechnical and
business skills are not enough. At last, cross-cultural understanding involves
relationship development .

3.1.33.1.33.1.33.1.3 ManagementManagementManagementManagement
The oft promoted wisdom that says "if you can’t measure it you can’t manage it", has
mutated into a nostrum of management manuals that suggest ‘you have to measure it to
manage it’(Broadbent, 2007). If you can not measure performance, you can not control
it, if you can not control it, you can not manage it, if you can not manage it, you can not
improve it. The ultimate goal of doing research of Customer Rela tionship Management
in this thesis is to retain the key customers in the companies. Hence, the relationship
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management is not the narrow sense of management itself; instead, it includes
measurement of customers, establishment of relationship, ma intenance of relationship
and improvement of relationship.

3.1.43.1.43.1.43.1.4 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
The story of customer relationship management is clearly older than the item itself
(Blomquist et al., 2002, p11). Its literature basic is from the ideas of service
management, relationship marketing and the total quality management movement
(Blomquist et al., 2002).

There are a lot of ways to define CRM. From the study of Payne (2006), we know that
CRM is defined as a particular technologica l solution; a wide range of customer-
oriented IT and Internet solutions; and an approach to manage customer relationships in
order to create shareholder value. Similar to his idea, the President of Front Line
Solution, Inc, Robert Thompson cla imed that CRM is not just software, which can be
classified as three tiers (Greenberg, 2001).

Figure 3.2: The CRM Pyramid, (Greenberg, 2001, p.37).

From the above figure, the authors can describe that from the point of Greenberg (2001),
CRM can be also defined as three tiers, of which the strategy is on the highest
hierarchy.

And some experts define CRM as a business strategy to manage customers to maximize
profit. And CRM requires a customer-centric philosophy to support the business
processes. CRM software can assist customer relationship management effectively
(Greenberg, 2001).

Different view of Brent Frei, the President and CEO of Onyx Software, is CRM is a set
of processes and technologies for managing the relationships with customers
(Greenberg, 2001, p12). In his opinion, CRM should be used in the holist ic approach of
the organization to optimize customers ’ satisfaction, from the strategy to the technology,
which we can see from the following figure.

Business
Strategy

People and Processes

Information Technology
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Figure 3.3: Onyx view of build ing a business that will use CRM (Greenberg, 2001, p12)

Ronni T. Marshak, Senior Vice President of Patricia Seybold Group cla imes that CRM
is not a technology category, but a strategy. Technology is only at the tactica l level,
which is the tools to support the strategies (Greenberg, 2001). This definition of CRM
fits the authors' idea. As mentioned at the first part, CRM is treated as the strategic
concern in this thesis. CRM is researched as a strategy for suppliers to mainta in
customers.

And the opinions of Craig Conway, Scott Fletcher, and Michael Simpson are in line
with the idea of the authors.

According to Craig Conway, the CEO of PeopleSoft, CRM is the strategy to manage
products to meet customers' expectation (Greenberg, 2001). From the view of Scott
Fletcher, President and COO of epipeline, CRM is a set of business processes and
policies to acquire and retain customers and technology is a CRM enabler (Greenberg,
2001).

Michael Simpson, the CMO of Interact Commerce Corporation, considers CRM is
about provid ing what customers actually want to deepen customers' loya lty to get a
higher profit.

Zeng et al (2003) describes that CRM includes long-term service based on the
customers' requirements and communication anywhere and anytime to solve customers'
problems.
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3.23.23.23.2 DimensionsDimensionsDimensionsDimensions ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM
Successful CRM focuses on four key areas: strategy; people; technology; and processes
(Fox & Stead, 2001), and companies can achieve a customer-relating competence only
when all these four work in concert (Day, 2003). Based on the past literature, CRM is
viewed a multi-dimensiona l concept around the center of company business goal and
customer-oriented strategy. It includes five dimensions in the authors' view : key
customer focus, organiza tion restructuring, human resource management, knowledge
management and technologica l support as shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Dimensions of CRM constructed by the authors

The ultimate goal of companys is to make profit and add value to shareholders. Many
researchers argue that supply chain management creates competitive values for the
business. At present, firms are facing a globa l dynamic and competitive situation. In
order to achieve the success of supply chain, firms have to become more customer-
oriented through their supply chains (Shapiro, 1988, Deshpande et al., 1993), because
customers are the judge of a company's performance, and they master more resources to
make variable choices than before. Thus increasing companies choose customer-
oriented strategy that aim to improve the quality of services provided by them. CRM is
such a representation of customer-oriented strategy and solution to the better supply
chain management. CRM in this study is assumed to include five dimensions, which
will be expla ined as below.

KeyKeyKeyKey CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer FocusFocusFocusFocus

Strategy:Strategy:Strategy:Strategy:
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3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 KeyKeyKeyKey customercustomercustomercustomer focusfocusfocusfocus
CRM emphasizes the careful select ion of key customers , who are of strategic
importance, because not all customers are equally desirable (Ryals & Knox, 2001) and
profitable (Thomas , Reinartz & Kumar, 2004). To quote the conclusion of Pareto 80/20
rule: 80 percent of a firm's profit comes from 20 percent of its customers (Hoffman &
Kashmeri, 2000; Ryals & Knox, 2001). This opinion is also proved by practice; a
research conducted by Alexander H. Kracklauer revea led that 14% of the regular
customers are responsible for 56% of sales. (Kracklauer, 2004).

Key customer focus involves an overwhelming customer-centric focus (Sheth et al.,
2000; Vandermerwe, 2004), and continuously deliver ing super ior and adding value to
selected key customers through persona lized/customized offerings.

Persona lization or customization requires frequent and correct communication between
companies, which is considered critica l for establishing and mainta ining strong
relationships (Berry, 1995; Day & Montgomery, 1999; Fox & Stead, 2001; Morgan &
Hunt, 1994; Narayandas & Rangan, 2004). They need to interact in aspects of product
design and production, and so on.

3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2 Organiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tion restructuringrestructuringrestructuringrestructuring
Essentially,CRM will result some fundamenta l changes in the way that firms are
constructed (Ryals & Knox, 2001) and business processes are managed (Hoffman &
Kashmeri, 2000).

CRM strategies will cover customer interact ion across the whole organiza tion. Mostly,
business with customers is handled by severa l departments, such as sales, marketing,
human resource management, IT support, etc. Staff of various departments are involved
in CRM, which make sharing information collected from each channel when interact ing
with customers respectively is badly needed.

Gartner (2001) argues that companies need a fresh approach to business processes in
CRM which involves both rethinking how these processes appear to the customer and
reconstruct ing them to be more customers focus . Kale (2004) agreed with this opinion
and cla ims that a critica l facet of CRM involves pointing out all strategic processes that
take place between an enterprise and its customers.

Consequently, in Sheth and Sisod ia's (2002) opinion, in order to design a structure
which can optimize customer relationship most effectively, companies need to establish
process teams as well as customer-focused teams (Sheth & Sisod ia, 2002). Besides,
cross-discipline segment teams, and cross-funct iona l teams (Ryals & Knox, 2001) are
also needed. However, all these structural changes demand powerful interfunct iona l
coordination (Sheth et al., 2000) and interfunct iona l integration.

3.2.33.2.33.2.33.2.3 HumanHumanHumanHuman resourceresourceresourceresource managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
According to Krauss (2002), "The hardest part of becoming CRM-oriented isn't the
technology, it's the people." Since Drucker first put forward the concept of human
resource, human being is gradua lly considered as the most important factor influencing
the business performance. Successful CRM needs support and training of employees,
which make employees willing and capable to provide the best services to customers.
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Management support is a critica l element in customer orientation (Conduit & Mavondo,
2001). It is the individual employees who are the build ing blocks of customer
relationships (Brown, 2000, Horne, 2003; McGovern & Panaro, 2004; Ryals & Knox,
2001). Internal marketing, where human resources and marketing interface, inst ills in
employees the utmost importance of service-mindedness and customer orientation (e.g.
Grönroos, 1990).

CRM genera lly refers to a software-based approach to handling relationships. Facing
advanced and professiona l software increasingly used by firms, training is needed to
master the use of these soft wares. Also, the importance of CRM and customer-oriented
strategy need to be stressed to employees.

3.2.43.2.43.2.43.2.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
Through the operation of CRM, companies can acquire a lot of information which can
support the future development of them by developing the organiza tion's knowledge
from information. Such knowledge as identifying the customer segments, improving
customer retention, improving the organiza tion's profitable customers (Bligh & Turk,
2004) will be good for business learning, of which knowledge about key customers is
essentia l for CRM (Stefanou, Sarmaniot is & Stafyla , 2003), as it can be used to develop
a "lea rning relationship" with customers (Zahay & Griffin, 2004).

A fundamenta l to knowledge management is the division of knowledge into two basic
forms: explicit knowledge which is easily codified and shared asynchronously, and tacit
knowledge which is exper iential, intuitive and communicated most effectively in face-
to-face encounters (Frappaolo, 2008). Different knowledge has different character ist ic.
Some are implicit while others are explicit. Companies not only need to collect explicit
knowledge but also understand and interpret implicit knowledge. Sometimes, implicit
knowledge is of more value and reality relative to explicit one. They each require
different way to acquire, however, the base is information collect ion. After that, the
direct interpreta tion of collected data is explicit knowledge while the indirect and
implied one is implicit knowledge.

Knowledge management comprises the creation, transfer and applica tion of knowledge.
The base of the knowledge is information gained. As the speed of technology increases,
information can be shared more and more on a real time basis (McAdam &McCormack ,
2001). Only after careful analysis can information become knowledge. Additiona lly,
data quality is a important factor.

Knowledge is of narrow value unless it is shared across the whole organiza tion (Schulz,
2001). Knowledge value increases through dissemination and sharing (Hult & Ferrell,
1997; Slater & Narver, 1995). Knowledge responsiveness takes the form of performing
on the knowledge generated and disseminated (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990)

The created knowledge needs to be applied in business practice, tested and improved. In
this course, privacy and data security need to be highlighted.

3.2.53.2.53.2.53.2.5 TechnologicalTechnologicalTechnologicalTechnological supportsupportsupportsupport
Technology, especia lly information technology (IT), plays an important role in the
context of leveraging CRM-related activities and thus contributes to improved
organiza tiona l performance in the market. Correct customer data is vital to successful
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CRM performance (Abbott, Stone & Buttle, 2001) , and IT equips enterprises with the
ability to collect, store, analyze, and share customer information in ways that greatly
enhance their capability to respond to the needs of customers and thus to attract and
retain customers (Butler, 2000). Further, the boom of the Internet broadens the extent of
supply chain practices by supporting low cost communication and accurate information
sharing in supply chains (Cross, 2000). Thus technology plays an important role in
CRM in adding to firm intelligence (Boyle, 2004).

IT support is usua lly featured by tools like customer information systems, automation of
customer support processes, and call centers (Ghodeswar, 2001). The fast deployment
of IT allows firms to integrate suppliers and customers, to have better communication
and information sharing (Burgess, 1998), and to conduct strategic supplier partnerships
with improved timing and accuracy (Reda, 1999).

However, there is anecdota l evidence that a large proportion of CRM technology
deployments do not perform to expectations (Gartner Group, 2003). A key reason for
CRM failure is viewing CRM as a technology initiative (Kale, 2004). Actually, IT is
only part of the solution for successful implementation of CRM. Most software vendors
stress that a successful CRM requires a holist ic approach (Malthouse, 2005). Real
problems in supply chains, in many cases, are not technology itself, but are people-
related (Ragatz et al., 1997; Sheridan, 1998; Wright, 2001). In this context, trust is an
important reason for establishing strategic partnerships (Sher idan, 1998; Burgess, 1998).
Commitment is also a important premise for good supply chain practices (Bowersox &
Daugherty, 1995) and the lack of shared benefits and risks makes the coordination of
supply chain weak and ineffective (Ragatz et al., 1997). Therefore, interact ive system
infrastructures between suppliers and customers will have a positive impact on
customer-oriented supply chain practices .

3.33.33.33.3 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer segmentationsegmentationsegmentationsegmentation

3.3.13.3.13.3.13.3.1 ReasonsReasonsReasonsReasons ofofofof classifyingclassifyingclassifyingclassifying customerscustomerscustomerscustomers

It is unpract ica l for firms to serve all customers equally well and make them all satisf ied
with limited resource (Zeithaml, Rust & Lemon, 2001). A firm should identify the best
customers and give them prior ity to get service instead of using the limited resource to
service some cost-wasting customers. Besides the limited time and budget, the
maximum profit is also one of the abductions that companies would like to categor ize
their customers.

According to Zeithaml et al (2001), firms have found that they do not have to treat all
customers equally, because some customers are hard to become profitable even if firms
invest a lot of time and money in them. And according to the research of Brooks (1999),
some innovative companies realized that they could earn more profits through treating
different customers in different methods. It is more critica l for firms to understand the
demands of customers of different levels and provide the most suitable service
according to those differences (Zeithaml et al, 2001). Therefore, to categor ize customers
is significant for companies.

3.3.23.3.23.3.23.3.2 TheTheTheThe wayswayswayswaysofofofof categorcategorcategorcategorizingizingizingizing customerscustomerscustomerscustomers
From different views, there are various methods to classify customers.
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3.3.2.13.3.2.13.3.2.13.3.2.1 SomeSomeSomeSome empiricalempiricalempiricalempirical examplesexamplesexamplesexamples ofofofof segmentsegmentsegmentsegmentationationationation

In the research of Brooks (1999), Federal Express Corporation classifies its customers
as the good, the bad, and the ugly according to their profitability. And the sixth largest
bank of the U.S, First Union uses colors in the database to tell differences between the
green customers and red customers. Green customers are profitability customers while
red customers make bank lose money.

3.3.2.23.3.2.23.3.2.23.3.2.2 TheTheTheThe traditionaltraditionaltraditionaltraditional waywaywayway ofofofof categorycategorycategorycategory

Twenty percent of customers account eighty percent of sales or turnover to the company,
which is defined as the "80-20 rule" (Zeithaml et al, 2001). A minor ity of customers
takes up the larger proportion of the company (Zeithaml et al, 2001). Company should
pay more attention to these customers, because losing these customers means losing a
large profit of the company, on the other hand, keeping a good relationship with them
can mainta in the value.

Based on the thesis of Zeithaml et al (2001), division of the high value customers who
take up eighty percent of turnover and the rest customers is not as sufficient as
companies supposed, because many companies assumes that the customers in the two
types are similar to others in the same group. However, the "rest" customers are too
many to be the same level or have the similar expectation. The lack of division among
the eighty percent customers misses significant variet ies in customers (Zeithaml et al,
2001). Therefore, to segment the rest customers into more hierarchies is highly
recommended.

3.3.33.3.33.3.33.3.3 ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions ofofofof customercustomercustomercustomer categorycategorycategorycategory

In order to categor ize customers into more tiers, instead of just consider ing the
proportion of the value that customers account, four conditions are significant to be
calculated when classifying customers (Zeithaml et al, 2001):

Customers in different hierarchies have identifiable character ist ics. Profitability
differences are the most common way to identify the tiers of customers. Besides the
profitability, other variet ies should be found to categor ize customers, which can help
companies to understand their customers and provide things what they demand.

Customers in different hierarchies are desirable for different service quality. Customers
have different demands, perceptions and exper iences. And different types of customers
focus on different kinds of elements. From the figure of Fischer (1997), we can tell that
funct iona l products prefer an efficient supply chain, which means that suppliers should
provide goods at a standardized level with minimum cost, while the innovative products
are eager to have a responsive supply chain, in which suppliers have to delivery goods
that are creative as soon as possible disrega rding the price. Therefore, firms should have
different attitude to different tiers of customers.
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Match Mismatch

Mismatch Match

Efficient
supply chain

Responsive
Supply chains

Functional products Innovative products

Fischer (1997)

Figure 3.5: Fischer Matrix (Fischer, 1997)

Customers in different tiers with different character ist ics and demand have different
influence of the business. Hence, with different market orientation, companies can
target customers to achieve their goal.

And besides the calculation of the profitability, the potentia l profitability is also needed
to be taken into considera tion. The customers in higher tiers have more potentia l to
make improvement to the company. Therefore, it is better to pay more attention to the
higher hierarchies of customers.

3.3.43.3.43.3.43.3.4 TheTheTheThe customercustomercustomercustomer pyramidpyramidpyramidpyramid modelmodelmodelmodel
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The Platinum Tier

The Gold Tier

The Iron Tier

The Lead Tier

Figure 3.6: Customer Pyramid based on the study of Zeithaml et al. (2001) constructed
by the authors

According to the research of Zeithaml et al. (2001), a new type of category has existed.
It is the customer pyramid model. As mentioned, the "80-20 rule" is not enough to
classify customers and the eighty percent of customers should be categor ize into more
levels. From the study of Zeithaml et al. (2001), there are four tiers of customers.

•••• TheTheTheThe PlatinumPlatinumPlatinumPlatinumTierTierTierTier

The customers in this tier are those key customers. They take up a large turnover of the
company. They have a good relationship with the company. And they are committed to
the company, so that even other firm can offer a lower price; they still work with the
company.

•••• TheTheTheThe GoldGoldGoldGold TierTierTierTier

The customers in this hierarchy also account a great proportion of revenue of the
company. They are different from the customers in the platinum tier, because they have
no loya lty of the company. If other firm can offer a better price, they will easily shift to
other firm.

•••• TheTheTheThe IronIronIronIron TierTierTierTier

The customers in this tier account value for the company but not as much as the
platinum tier and the gold tier. And the relationship between them and the company not
stable.

•••• TheTheTheThe LeadLeadLeadLead TierTierTierTier
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The customers in this tier are wasting the resource of the company. They demand more
and contribute less. Even more, they give the firm a bad reputation since their nonsense
compla ins.

3.43.43.43.4 SuccessfulSuccessfulSuccessfulSuccessful implementationimplementationimplementationimplementation ofofofofCRMCRMCRMCRM
Conceptual frameworks and theory are typica lly based on combining previous literature,
common sense, and exper ience (Eisenhardt, 1989). CRM is a complex and holist ic
concept, organized around business processes and the integration of information
technologies (Christopher Bull, 2003). As CRM reaches into many parts of the business,
it has been suggested that organiza tions should adopt a holist ic approach (Girishankar,
2000). The holist ic initia l work by Ebner and colleagues (2002), Gummesson (2002b, c),
Henneberg (2003), Pettit (2002), and Rigby, Reichheld, and Schefter (2002) provides a
useful platform from which to develop this important research area.

About process select ion criter ia, Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey (1999) establish four
criter ia. First, the processes should comprise a small set that addresses tasks critica l to
the achievement of an organiza tion’s goals. Second, each process should contribute to
the value creation process. Third, each process should be at a strategic or macro level.
Fourth, the processes need to manifest clear interrela tionships. In this study we use
these four criter ia to select key gener ic CRM processes. These four criter ia show main
important principles in process collect ion and are fully appropriate for select ing CRM
processes (Payne Frow, 2005).

Based on the study of Payne and Frow (2005), implementation process consists of
strategy development process, value creation process, multichannel integration process,
knowledge management process, performance assessment process.

Figure 3.7: Implementation Process constructed by the authors

In this thesis, we assume there are five phases in CRM implementation based on
literature study and active thinking. The starting phase of CRM is strategy development
process, which connect business strategy with customer strategy tightly. After that,

StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment ProcessProcessProcessProcess

ValueValueValueValue CreationCreationCreationCreation ProcessProcessProcessProcess

MultichannelMultichannelMultichannelMultichannel IntegrationIntegrationIntegrationIntegration ProcessProcessProcessProcess

KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge ManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessProcessProcessProcess

PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance AssessmentAssessmentAssessmentAssessment ProcessProcessProcessProcess
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companies have to make clear that what value they can add to their customers and what
to get from the customers at the same time, which stimula te their cooperation with each
other. Following that, companies integrate multiple channels to serve the customers and
achieve their business goal. During the phases above, companies will obtain a lot of
information, which can be analysed into meaningful knowledge and of vital importance
for better service. At last, companies can make use of some metrics to evaluate the
performance in order to adjust the customers and situation.

3.4.13.4.13.4.13.4.1 StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment processprocessprocessprocess
The aim of this process is to find and develop the organiza tion's business and customer
strategy. It focuses on the harmony between the organiza tion's business strategy and
customer strategy.

3.4.1.13.4.1.13.4.1.13.4.1.1 BusinessBusinessBusinessBusiness strategystrategystrategystrategy

As to business strategy, companies need to inspect its business goal and living context
in order to know where are it and where are they going. Business strategy help
companies to recognize the context and goal so that they can adopt appropriate means
to achieve the goal.

In order to know business strategy, companies can start with a review and judgement of
a company's vision, especia lly as it relates to CRM (e.g., Davidson, 2002). Next, the
industry and competitive environment should be examined . Traditiona l industry
analysis (e.g., Porter, 1980) should be supplemented by more contemporary approaches
(e.g., Christensen, 2001; Slater & Olson, 2002) to include competition (Brandenburger
& Nalebuff, 1997), networks and deeper environmental analysis (Achrol, 1997), and the
impact of disruptive technologies (Christensen & Overdorf, 2000).

It is usua lly the responsibility of the chief executive officer, the board, and the strategy
director,

3.4.1.23.4.1.23.4.1.23.4.1.2 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer strategystrategystrategystrategy

Most companies recognize that their future depends on the strength of their business
relationships and their relationships with customers(Payne, 2006).... Thus the appropriate
customer strategy is the key to firms' performance. The main task in this process is to
solve who are the customers that we want and how should we segment them.

Customer strategy involves examining the exist ing and potentia l customer base and
identifying which forms of segmentation are most appropriate. As part of this process,
the organiza tion needs to consider the level of subdivision for customer segments, or
segment granularity. This involves decisions about whether a macro, micro, or one-to-
one segmentation approach is appropriate (Rubin, 1997). This should provide the
enterprise with a clearer platform on which to develop and implement its CRM
activities(Adrian Payne & Pennie Frow, 2005).

3.4.23.4.23.4.23.4.2 ValueValueValueValue creationcreationcreationcreation processprocessprocessprocess
This process concerns the way to add value to customer. In this process, two problems
need solving: first, how should we deliver value to our customers; second, how should
we maximize the lifet ime value of the customer we want. The company needs to
determine what value the company can provide to its customer; what value the company
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can receive from its customers; and how to maximize the lifet ime value of desirable
customer segments.

3.4.2.13.4.2.13.4.2.13.4.2.1 TheTheTheThe valuevaluevaluevalue thethethethe customercustomercustomercustomer receivesreceivesreceivesreceives

The value the customer receives from the organiza tion draws on the concept of the
benefits that enhance the customer offer (Levitt,1969; Lovelock, 1995). The first step of
this process is to find out what customers want and need.

To determine what kind of product is worth invest ing, what does particular segment
need, or whether the value proposition is likely to result in a super ior customer
exper ience, a company should undertake a data collect ion and value assessment to
quantify the importance that customers place on the various attributes of a product.
Collect ion tools like survey, interview, telephone etc. can be used to collect the
information. Analytical tools such as conjoint analysis can be used to identify customers
that share common preferences in terms of product attributes. Such tools may also
revea l potentia l market segments with service needs that are not fully catered to by the
attributes of exist ing offers and the company can make a further investment.

3.4.2.23.4.2.23.4.2.23.4.2.2 TheTheTheThe valuevaluevaluevalue thethethethe organizationorganizationorganizationorganization receivesreceivesreceivesreceives

The company adds value to customers in the way of adding value to itself, but the
subjective focus of companys is to maximize the profit for its own sake. The factors
decid ing how much value can be added to the company include the loya lty and
segmentation.

Loya l customers are an intangible asset that adds value to the balance sheet. They
represent the good will earned by the brand. The Ford Motor company has calculated
that a loya l Ford customer is worth $14200 over their lifet ime. As to segmentation,
there may be a ten fold difference between the most profitability customers and the
average (Clemons, 2000).

As a result, the company needs to dist inguish customers of different features. Accurate
segmentation will probably lead to effective activities. Calculating the customer lifet ime
value of different segments enables organiza tions to focus on the most profi table
customers and customer segments.

3.4.33.4.33.4.33.4.3 MultichannelMultichannelMultichannelMultichannel IntegrationIntegrationIntegrationIntegration ProcessProcessProcessProcess
The multichannel process aims to find out available channels to provide services and
decide the best combination to deliver customer an outstanding exper ience at an
affordable cost.

3.4.3.13.4.3.13.4.3.13.4.3.1 ChannelChannelChannelChannel OptionsOptionsOptionsOptions

There are a growing number of channels by which a company can interact with its
customers. (1)sales force, including field account management, service, and persona l
representation; (2) outlets, including retail branches, stores, depots, and kiosks; (3)
telephony, including traditiona l telephone, facsimile, telex, and call center contact; (4)
direct marketing, including direct ma il, radio, and traditiona l television (but exclud ing
e-commerce); (5) e-commerce, including e-mail, the Internet, and interact ive digital
television; and (6) m-commerce, including mobile telephony, short message service and
text messaging, wireless applica tion protocol, and 3G mobile services. Some channels
are now being used in combination to maximize commercia l exposure and return; for
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example, there is collaborative browsing and Internet relay chat, used by companies
such as Lands End, and voice over IP (Internet protocol), which integrates both
telephony and the Internet.

3.4.3.23.4.3.23.4.3.23.4.3.2 IntegratedIntegratedIntegratedIntegrated ChannelChannelChannelChannel ManagementManagementManagementManagement

Today, many companies enter the market through a hybrid channel model (Friedman &
Furey, 1999; Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Firms first have to establish a set of standards
for each channel, so customers can exper ience good service in each of them. Then they
can work to integrate the channels, which mainly depends on the organization's ability
to gather and deploy the information from all channels and to integrate it with other
relevant information. The integration of channels can benefit the information collect ion
and sharing across the organization, besides, it is good for the the company to conclude
exper ience and create knowledge.

3.4.43.4.43.4.43.4.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge ManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessProcessProcessProcess
The purpose of this process is to search for the way to organize the information in order
to replicate customers' mind and then improve the CRM activities. The knowledge
management process is concerned with the collect ion, colla tion, and use of customer
data and information from all customer contact points to generate customer insight and
appropriate responses.

The key materia l elements of this process are the data repository, which provides a
corporate record of customers; IT systems, which include the organiza tion's computer
hardware as well as software; analysis tools (e.g. Data mining); and front office and
back office applica tions, which support the many activities involved in interfacing
directly with customers and managing internal operations, administration, and supplier
relationships (Greenberg, 2001)....

3.4.4.13.4.4.13.4.4.13.4.4.1 DataDataDataData repositoryrepositoryrepositoryrepository

The company can only make reasonable and expectable decisions based on abundant
materia l, which includes mainly information and data collected in business practice. In
larger organiza tions, it may comprise a data warehouse (Agosta, 1999; Swift, 2000) and
related data marts and databases. Though midd le sized and small companies may be
can't afford or have no strong need to purchase and use such professiona l the
information is also needed to be collected and organized in some way. The work done
in this step lays foundation for information analysis and applica tion.

3.4.4.23.4.4.23.4.4.23.4.4.2 AnalyticalAnalyticalAnalyticalAnalytical ToolsToolsToolsTools

Data mining enables the analysis of large quantities of data to discover meaningful
patterns and relationships (e.g., Groth, 2000; Peacock,1998). There are more specific
software applica tion packages including analytica l tools that focus on such tasks as
campaign management analysis, credit scoring, and customer profiling.

3.4.4.33.4.4.33.4.4.33.4.4.3 FrontFrontFrontFrontOfficeOfficeOfficeOffice andandandand BackBackBackBack OfficeOfficeOfficeOffice ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications

Front office applica tions are the technologies used to support activities that involve
direct interface with customers, including SFA (Sales Force Automation)and call center
management. Back office applica tions support internal administration activities and
supplier relationships, including human resources, procurement, warehouse
management, logist ics software, and some financia l processes. A key concern about the
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front and back office systems offered by CRM vendors is that they are sufficiently
connected and co coordinated to improve customer relationships and workflow.

3.4.4.43.4.4.43.4.4.43.4.4.4 ITITITIT systemssystemssystemssystems

Technology plays a important role in knowledge especia lly in modern society. Mass and
changeable information can be collected, sorted by powerful information technology
tools. IT systems here refer to the computer hardware and the related software used in
the organiza tion. Often, technology integration is required before databases can be
integrated into a data warehouse and user access can be provided across the company.
However, the histor ica l separation between marketing and IT sometimes presents
integration issues at the organiza tiona l level (Glazer , 1997).

Because of investment, resources and timing factor, many firms choose to outsource a
significant proportion of their CRM solution. Gartner segments vendors of CRM
applica tions and CRM service providers into specific categor ies (Radcliffe & Kirkby,
2002), and Greenberg (2001) and Jacobsen (1999) provide detailed reviews of CRM
vendor' products. The main participants in CRM technology market are SAP, Oracle,
etc. However, despite their cla im to be "complete CRM solution providers," few
software vendors can provide the full range of funct iona lity that a complete CRM
business strategy requires.

3.4.53.4.53.4.53.4.5 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance AssessmentAssessmentAssessmentAssessment ProcessProcessProcessProcess
The performance assessment process is to improve the performance by evaluating with
metrics. The key task in this process is setting proper standards, developing metrics and
measuring the results so as to make sure whether the CRM now runs effectively. Two
components of the process are shareholder results and performance monitor ing.

3.4.5.13.4.5.13.4.5.13.4.5.1 ShareholderShareholderShareholderShareholder ResultsResultsResultsResults

Shareholder results provide a macro view of the overa ll relationships that drive
performance. The company can choose either to increase the revenue by accurate
segmentation and marketing, or to reduce the cost, such as deployment of technologies
ranging from automated telephony services to web services and the use of new
electronic channels like online, self-service facilities.

3.4.5.23.4.5.23.4.5.23.4.5.2 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance MonitoringMonitoringMonitoringMonitoring

Performance monitor ing, which provides a more detailed, micro view of metrics and
key performance indica tors, is another facet taken in to account.

Ambler (2002) finds that key aspects of CRM, such as customer satisfaction and
customer retention, only reach the board in 36% and 51% of companies, respectively.
Even when these metrics reach the board level, it is not clear how deeply they are
understood and how much time is spent on them. Since traditiona l performance
measurement systems tend to be funct iona lly driven, they may be inappropriate for
cross-funct iona l CRM. Recent efforts to provide cross-funct iona l measures, such as the
balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), are a useful advance.

The format of the balanced scorecard enables a wide range of metrics designs.
Indicators that can revea l future financia l results, not just histor ica l results, need to be
considered as part of this process. Standards, metrics, and key performance indica tors
for CRM should reflect the performance standards necessary across the five major
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processes to ensure that CRM activities are planned and practiced effectively and that a
feedback loop exists to maximize performance improvement and organizationa l
learning. A considera tion of "return on relationships"(Gummesson, 2004) will assist in
identifying further metrics that are relevant to the enterprise.

After the assessment of performance, the company should create new knowledge from
the results, and the strategy as well as other processes may need to be modified. Such a
implementation process of CRM const itutes a cycle which will modify and update the
CRM within a certain period.

3.53.53.53.5 TheoreticalTheoreticalTheoreticalTheoretical summarysummarysummarysummary
To get the whole view of the framework of the thesis, a summary is needed, which can
better the understanding of structure and reasoning. The authors constructed a figure
that expla ins how different sections are correla ted with each other in order to visualize
the structure of the theory.

Figure 3.8 CRM theoret ica l framework of the thesis constructed by the authors
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As shown in the figure above, the focus and the connect ion point of the thesis with
practice is implementation of CRM. The successful implementation of CRM is a
complete process which is made up of severa l phases. Strategy development process
focus on the harmony of business strategy and customer strategy. In value creation
process, both parties get value form the other party, which enables a long-term and
mutual transact ion. Companies integrate variable channels to provide service and
products to their customers in multichannel integration process. During the course, a
huge amount of information is absorbed and transferred into stable knowledge, which is
knowledge management process. At last, companies need to assess their performance in
performance assessment process.

The successful implementation of CRM needs segmentation of customers in certain way,
because to serve all the customers in the same way is unpract ica l (Zeithaml et al., 2001).
And they do not have to treat all customers equally since different customers bring
profit of different level and companies can earn more profits through treat different
customers in different methods (Brooks, 1999). It is more critica l to the firms to
understand the demands of different level customers and provide the most appropriate
service according to those differences (Zeithaml et al. , 2001).

Background knowledge is a indispensable base for better understanding the operation of
CRM. The definitions and dimensions part are interpreted as this kind of knowledge
which provide a foundation for the operation.

There are severa l terms need expla ining around the topic "customer" in this thesis is
only defined as the company purchasing goods from another company. Few definitions
are given to describe relationship although literatures about CRM discuss elements that
influence relationship (Barnes, 2000). The factors discussed mainly include
involvement, collaboration, communication, trust, culture.

CRM is a multi-dimensiona l term, which consists of key customer focus, organiza tion
restructuring, human resource management, knowledge management and technologica l
support. They each present a very important aspect of CRM.
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4444 EEEEMPIRICALMPIRICALMPIRICALMPIRICAL FINDINGSFINDINGSFINDINGSFINDINGS
Our empirical study is based on original interviews done by Professor Helgi-Valur
Fridriksson. In this part, an introduction to our case study will be presented firstly.
Following that, the details of the case will be described according to the framework
explained in the third part.

4.14.14.14.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction totototo casecasecasecase companiescompaniescompaniescompanies
In this thesis, one case of one supply chain about five companies is studied. However,
the focus is only four companies.

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription ofofofof thethethethe companiescompaniescompaniescompanies
4.1.1.14.1.1.14.1.1.14.1.1.1 SwedishSwedishSwedishSwedish DesignDesignDesignDesign CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

Swedish Design Company, the main research-a imed company sells, develops and
manufactures shop fittings and equipment for food and non-food chains in the Europe.
It produces its own production and logist ics facilities in ten countries. Swedish Design
Company’s head office is in Sweden.

There are two directions in Swedish Design Company, one of which is the standardized
goods and the other of which is the non-standardized goods.

Swedish Design Company will develop and nurture long-term business relations with
chain stores within the food and non-food segments by working closely with its
customers and their markets. The group must trust and has confidence in each and every
customer in order to improve the market share. Solutions for other firms are offered
through responsibility for the entire flow – from concept, design, project management
and construct ion to production, logist ics and insta lla tion. Swedish Design Company has
its own designers and architects to satisfy customers ’ demands. And Swedish Design
Company will have a lead ing position in market because of its expertise and long-term
strategies according to the website of the company.

4.1.1.24.1.1.24.1.1.24.1.1.2 MillionMillionMillionMillion ChinaChinaChinaChina

Million China was set up in Shanghai in 1992 with two departments; one of which deals
with Textiles and the other deals with mechanical products. It has its own engineers and
quality control engineers. It works with customers from US and Euro. It does different
kinds of products and has different product process. The founder of the company was
born in China and immigrated to U.S. and he has been in resourcing business for a long
time. The manager in Shanghai is his son, who was born in U.S. Hence, the company’s
culture is the combination of Chinese culture and American culture.

4.1.1.34.1.1.34.1.1.34.1.1.3 AgentAgentAgentAgent BridgeBridgeBridgeBridge

Agent Bridge is established in 1995 with its head office in Sweden. It also has an office
in Shanghai. It is a buying agent who assists customers in sourcing products from low-
cost supplier countries, particularly from Far East and especia lly from China. On behalf
of customers, Agent Bridge sources the best suppliers and takes care of all logist ic
matters in getting the products from the factory to its fina l destination. It takes an active
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role during the whole purchasing process monitor ing the entire flow of information and
products from samples to fina l delivery in order to make customers' purchasing process
more efficient. Its ma in market is furniture fittings and construct ion hardware. The most
products their customers buy are OEN products, which mean the customer designs and
sends the drawing or samples to the supplier, suppliers produce according to the
drawing.

Agent Bridge sets up a purchasing team of 3 or 4 people for every customer.
Responsibility 1 takes care of overa ll important issues. Responsibility 2 is handling
requests, price offers and pla in technical issues. Responsibility 3 deals with mass
production orders and logist ics. Responsibility 4 takes the duty of outsourcing and
quality inspect ion. Agent Bridge emphasizes a lot on the service mind, transparent
communication and abundant exper ience. Now it has around 50-60 suppliers in China.
More than 100 customers, most of them are in Nordic countries, also in Finland and
France. Agent Bridge has severa l requirements for suppliers’ select ion including
efficient administrative system, service mind, good communication, quality control and
saving the environment.

4.1.1.44.1.1.44.1.1.44.1.1.4 ChineseChineseChineseChinese ToolingToolingToolingTooling FactoryFactoryFactoryFactory

Chinese Tooling Factory is a Chinese company founded in 2005. It is a small company
of 35 to 40 workers. The number of workers changes according to orders. It was a trade
company at beginning, and then came into production. Its export company Shaoxing
City takes care of the, logist ics and financia l issues. Its assembly plant which is called
engineer ing department is in Yuyao of Ningbo City which is famous for tooling. Its
ma in products are first meta l and then plast ics. The latter one mainly comes from sub-
suppliers. 40% of the goods are produced by themselves while others are purchased
from sub-suppliers.

4.1.1.54.1.1.54.1.1.54.1.1.5 EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish AgentAgentAgentAgent

English Agent is also a decoration company before it was required by Swedish Design
Company. After it was required by Swedish Design Company, it becomes the
midd leman between Swedish Design Company and Million China.

According to the Interim Provisions on the Standards for Medium and Small
Enterprises (China), if the number of employees is less than 2000, or the saleroom is
less than thirty thousand RMB, or the sum assert is less than forty thousand RMB, the
company can be classified as the small and med ium sized enterprise. And according to
European Commission, if the number of employees is less than 250 and the annual
production value is less than four million ECU, or the annual total debt is less than 27
million ECU and the company is not taken up more than 25% stocks by one or severa l
huge enterprise, the company can be categor ized as the small and med ium sized
enterprise.

Hence, the companies except Swedish Design Company are SMEs (Small and med ium
sized enterprises).

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription ofofofof thethethethe supplysupplysupplysupply chainchainchainchain
Swedish Design Company has two directions; one is for the standardized products,
which are more like retailing, where they should be cheap and similar, and the other is
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for the non-standardized products (customer products). Million China and Agent Bridge
are doing the second direction for Swedish Design Company. Million China and Agent
Bridge are suppliers of Swedish Design Company.

Figure 4.1: the supply chain of non-standardized production of Swedish Design
Company constructed by the authors

4.1.2.14.1.2.14.1.2.14.1.2.1 InformationInformationInformationInformation flowflowflowflow betweenbetweenbetweenbetween SwedishSwedishSwedishSwedish DesignDesignDesignDesign CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany andandandand MillionMillionMillionMillion ChinaChinaChinaChina

Million China worked with English Agent since 2000 and both of them enjoyed
working with each other. However, English Agent was required by Swedish Design
Company. Million China started to work with Swedish Design Company since 2007.
And the main contact between Swedish Design Company and Million China is through
English Agent. They do not contact directly.

Million China has seven or eight ma in suppliers and five to ten small suppliers to
provide goods for Swedish Design Company. The information flow is Swedish Design
Company sending requirements to Million China, then Million China sending them to
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its suppliers, and suppliers giving back results to Million China, Million China sending
back to Swedish Design Company.

Figure 4.2: Information Flow Chart based on cases constructed by the authors
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very important to Million China. When Swedish Design Company took up English
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China gives some recommendation about the design and materia l. However, Million
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Moreover, Swedish Design Company insisted to have contract while Million China
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Tooling Factory is one of the suppliers who have cooperation with Agent Bridge in
China. Swedish Design Company is one of the biggest customers (about 10%) for
Agent Bridge. Agent Bridge is the biggest customer for Chinese Tooling Factory which
occupies about 70% of its business.

In most cases, Swedish Design Company contacts Agent Bridge, and then Agent Bridge
contacts Chinese Tooling Factory, which means the communication is within the roles
having direct relationship.

Agent Bridge has a continuous contact with Swedish Design Company. Swedish Design
Company can contact a particular contact person whenever they need to communicate.
The contact person is a Swedish employee in Sweden who can take up the phone all the
time without time difference and lingua l obstacle.

The main supply of Chinese Tooling Factory to Swedish Design Company is meta l.
Chinese Tooling Factory has a good relationship with Agent Bridge as both teacher and
friends. When they receive orders from Agent Bridge, the engineer ing department will
analyze the drawing carefully in order to know how to produce and inspect. Then they
will purchase the materia ls.

Both Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory are involved in the whole process from
the beginning. Agent Bridge gets all the details. Chinese Tooling Factory gets the
concept ideas and materia l information. In case of some complicated technical issues,
Chinese Tooling Factory will contact Swedish Design Company directly, but cc to
Agent Bridge at the same time, so Agent Bridge can follow the whole purchasing
process. Both Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory have met the customers of
Swedish Design Company.

4.24.24.24.2 DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM inininin thethethethe casecasecasecase

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 CustomersCustomersCustomersCustomers inininin thethethethe casecasecasecase
In this case, Swedish Design Company is Million China’s most important customer,
who takes up 40% to 50% turnover of Million China. And Swedish Design Company is
also the biggest customer of Agent Bridge in Sweden. And the Agent Bridge is the
biggest customer occupying 70% of Chinese Tooling Factory’s business. Therefore, the
thesis is going to pay attention to the relationship between Swedish Design Company
and Million China and the relationship among Swedish Design Company, Agent Bridge
and Chinese Tooling Factory, as Swedish Design Company is the key customer of
Million China and Agent Bridge and Agent Bridge is the key customer of Chinese
Tooling Factory in this empirica l case.

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship
According to the interview between Million China and the Professor Helgi-Va lur
Fridriksson, Million China thought it had a good relationship with English Agent.
However, after English Agent was required by Swedish Design Company, the existed
relationship was gone. And Million China tried to establish relationship with Swedish
Design Company, but Swedish Design Company gave no reply.

Comparing with Million China, it seems that Agent Bridge has a better relationship with
Swedish Design Company; at least Swedish Design Company does not think the
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productions from Agent Bridge are under qualified. And Chinese Tooling Factory
supposed that it had a good relationship with Agent Bridge as Agent Bridge acting as its
“teacher and friend”. However, the authors think that is not the real relationship that
defined by the authors, so that the authors will discuss the relationship among these
companies in next chapter.

•••• InvolvementInvolvementInvolvementInvolvement

From the literature review, involvement is the first step of build ing up relationship.
Involvement means customers are interested in supplier ’s production and trying to get a
deeper understanding of supplier in order to have a mutual thinking.

Although Swedish Design Company is quite interested in the products and the processes
that Million China and Agent Bridge are operating, it does not mean that Swedish
Design Company is the high involvement customer of Million China or Agent Bridge.
Swedish Design Company pays its attention to the products and processes of Million
China and Agent Bridge just because Swedish Design Company sends drawings or
samples to the suppliers and wants them to produce what Swedish Design Company
actually wants. However, Swedish Design Company does not care about the strategies
and the cultures of Million China and Agent Bridge. From the interview, the truth is
when Million China invited Swedish Design Company to go to China to have a deeper
understanding of Million China, Swedish Design Company rejected. Moreover, when
Million China went to Sweden to try to establish relationship with Swedish Design
Company actively, Swedish Design Company just gave a cold shoulder to Million
China. Swedish Design Company never discuss how to satisfy customers with Million
China or Agent Bridge, which can implies that Swedish Design Company does not want
to share a mutual thinking neither with Million China or Agent Bridge.

Comparing with the noninvolvement of Swedish Design Company, Agent Bridge gives
Chinese Tooling Factory a much warmer welcome. At least Chinese Tooling Factory
can contact Swedish Design Company, the customer of Agent Bridge directly. And
according to the interview, Agent Bridge provides much information to let Chinese
Tooling Factory to know it and gives opportunities to Chinese Tooling Factory to learn.
Hence, to Chinese Tooling Factory, Agent Bridge is in the high level of customer
involvement.

•••• CollaborationCollaborationCollaborationCollaboration

As mentioned, collaboration is “creating value together” and “a high level of purposeful
cooperation”. Without the mutual thinking, no value is created by both parties together
as well as no cooperation exists.

In this case, Swedish Design Company does not want to make collaboration with
Million China, because Swedish Design Company even does not want to involve in the
business of Million China. As mentioned in the Involvement part, Swedish Design
Company shut its door to Million China when Million China was eager to build up
relationship with it. Without the knowledge of other partner’s objective, no
collaboration can be built. And Swedish Design Company only focus on the under
qualified goods and just gives orders to Million China, getting rid of the truth that
Million China ’s recommendation of materia ls and designs. Without the considera tion of
other partner ’s strengths, collaboration also can not be established. The situation is
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similar between Swedish Design Company and Agent Bridge. There is no collaboration
between them, either.

However, there is collaboration between Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory，
because Agent Bridge prefer to get involved into Chinese Tooling Factory’s business
and lets Chinese Tooling Factory know and participate the strategies focusing on
Swedish Design Company. Agent Bridge tries to create value cooperating with Chinese
Tooling Factory.

•••• CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication ----InformationInformationInformationInformation FlowFlowFlowFlow

As shown in figure 4.2, Swedish Design Company’s customers give their request to
Swedish Design Company, then Swedish Design Company informs Million China
through English Agent, following that, Million China contacts its suppliers to inform
what Swedish Design Company wants. And after suppliers initiate to produce, they
contact with Million China, then Million China gives feedback to Swedish Design
Company, and Swedish Design Company contacts its customers. Suppliers can not
contact Swedish Design Company directly. Moreover, Million China has no direct
communication with Swedish Design Company, but through English Agent in England.
And Million China has never met Swedish Design Company’s customers, which
implicates that there is no communication between Million China and Swedish Design
Company’s customers. The main communication way is e-mail, while if there are some
urgent events, the communication method is telephone. And English is neither Swedish
Design Company nor Million China’s mother tongue.

Comparing with the situation in Swedish Design Company-Million China, Swedish
Design Company, Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory has a better
communication and a more satisfied information flow. As the figure 4.3, besides the
information flow between Swedish Design Company’s customer and Swedish Design
Company, between Swedish Design Company and Agent Bridge, between Agent
Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory, the information flow also comes from Chinese
Tooling Factory to Swedish Design Company and from Chinese Tooling Factory to
Swedish Design Company’s customers, which means Chinese Tooling Factory working
as a supplier can get more detailed information from the customer’s (Agent Bridge)
customer (Swedish Design Company) directly. The main communication method is also
e-mail.

•••• TrustTrustTrustTrust

Even companies have the mutual thinking to collaborate, without trust, no deeper and
longer relationship can be built.

From the interview, the authors suppose that Swedish Design Company thinks the
goods shipped from Million China are under qualified. However, the same goods are
qualified in the standard of England, but not the standard of Sweden. Therefore,
Swedish Design Company does not have confidence in Million China. Of course,
Swedish Design Company does not think Million China can be depended on. Hence, no
trust exists between Swedish Design Company and Million China.

Although Agent Bridge is the Swedish company, Swedish Design Company does not
trust it, either, for the reason that Swedish Design Company does not rely on Agent
Bridge to make the strategies facing to the customers of Swedish Design Company.
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•••• CultureCultureCultureCulture

Swedish Design Company is a traditiona l Swedish company, so that it has the deep
Swedish culture. And Million China’s culture is a combination of American culture and
Chinese culture, because it is a company founded by an American Chinese. However, in
Swedish Design Company’s eyes, Million China is a Chinese company and it ignores
the American culture of Million China, so that Swedish Design Company uses a
conservative way to communicate with Million China. And in Million China’s view,
Swedish Design Company is hierarchica l, which is at the top that is hard to
communicate because of its ethnocentrism. That means that Swedish Design Company
always supposes it makes the right decision and avoids to take the suggest ion from
Million China.

Agent Bridge is also a Swedish company with Swedish culture. Chinese Tooling
Factory is a Chinese company with the Chinese culture. Because Agent Bridge and
Swedish Design Company are both Swedish companies, they share the coherent value.
Sometimes the goods provided by Chinese Tooling Factory can not fix the requirements,
because with the European culture, quality is the most important thing while with the
Chinese culture, cost becomes more important.

In Scandinavian and German culture, doing business must sign up a contract while in
Chinese culture; relationship must be established before signing a contract. Therefore, a
conflict arises between Swedish Design Company and Million China. Swedish Design
Company insisted to have a contract first, but Million China prefers to build up the
relationship first ly.

4.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.3 ManagementManagementManagementManagement
From the interview, the relationship between Million China and English Agent has gone
since English Agent was required by Swedish Design Company. Hence, Million China
needs to build up a new relationship with Swedish Design Company and it has tried, but
unfortunately it failed. In the next part of this thesis, the authors will discuss the reasons
and provide some suggest ions.

In the Million China-Agent Bridge-Chinese Tooling Factory chain, the authors will try
to analyze the status quo among the firms and give advice to Agent Bridge and Chinese
Tooling Factory to retain their important customer.

4.2.44.2.44.2.44.2.4 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship ManagementManagementManagementManagement inininin thesethesethesethese companiescompaniescompaniescompanies
4444.2.4.1.2.4.1.2.4.1.2.4.1 SwedishSwedishSwedishSwedish DesignDesignDesignDesign CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany

From the web-site of Swedish Design Company, the strategy dealing with customers is
to work closely with them and provide customers solutions for the whole production
flow. Swedish Design Company’s strategy on the web-site is Swedish Design Company
will take a lead ing marketing position through its expertise and long-term strategies. It
implicates that Swedish Design Company wants to build up a long-term relationship
with its customers.

4.2.4.24.2.4.24.2.4.24.2.4.2 MillionMillionMillionMillion ChinaChinaChinaChina

From the web-site of Million China, the authors can assume that Million China works as
a bridge between its customers and suppliers. Million China strives to help customers
achieve quality products while mainta ining cost efficiency and on time delivery. Million
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China tries to provide the qualified products to its customers in order to make them
satisfied.

4.2.4.34.2.4.34.2.4.34.2.4.3 AgentAgentAgentAgent BridgeBridgeBridgeBridge

Agent Bridge works on behalf of its customers, not its suppliers. Agent Bridge takes an
active role during the whole purchasing process monitor ing the entire flow of
information and products from samples to fina l delivery. It also ensures that both
product quality and delivery punctuality are met to each customer’s expectations. Agent
Bridge is not a reseller of products, instead it searches suppliers of products according
to its customers’ demand.

The core values of Agent Bridge are unbeatable service, complete reliability, easy
access, and clear communication.

4.2.4.44.2.4.44.2.4.44.2.4.4 ChineseChineseChineseChinese ToolingToolingToolingTooling FactoryFactoryFactoryFactory

As the Chinese Tooling Factory is too small to have its website, the authors can not get
much information about its customer strategy.

4.34.34.34.3 DimensionsDimensionsDimensionsDimensions ofofofof thethethethe casecasecasecase CRMCRMCRMCRM

4.3.14.3.14.3.14.3.1 KeyKeyKeyKey customercustomercustomercustomer focusfocusfocusfocus
In both supply chain mentioned, there is a stress on the key customers who are
profitability and of strategic importance.

In sub-supply chain Million China-Swedish Design Company, Swedish Design
Company is one of the most important customers for Million China, which accounts for
40-50% of the Million China business. Though Million China had contact with English
Agent before Swedish Design Company bought it and there are some problems with
their communication and cooperation now, Million China tries its best to build
relationship with Swedish Design Company. The manager of Million China has been to
Sweden to discuss with Swedish Design Company about those quest ions and he plans to
go for Swedish Design Company another time.

In sub-supply chain Swedish Design Company- Agent Bridge - Chinese Tooling
Factory, Swedish Design Company is one of the most important customers for Agent
Bridge, which occupies 10% or so. Swedish Design Company can contact the contact
person of Agent Bridge in Sweden all the time. In the past, the contact person was a
Chinese employee, but she is replaced after a period of time, so Swedish Design
Company can use their mother language to expla in something especia lly complicated
technologica l problems very clearly. There is a particular purchasing team for Swedish
Design Company. For Chinese Tooling Factory, Agent Bridge is the most important
customer occupying 70% of its business. They have a good relationship both as a
teacher and friend. After cooperation in last severa l years, Chinese Tooling Factory has
improved a lot on satisfying requirements of Agent Bridge. There are connect ions both
between directly related two roles and others, Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling
Factory have met customers of Swedish Design Company in order to get what they
really want. The quality of products produced by Chinese Tooling Factory is of 98-99%
qualified quality.
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Despite the efforts made to better communication and provide customized products,
there are still some problems in cooperation. Communica ting in different languages is
complicated and communicating in second language for both parties, from Swedish to
English, Chinese to English, English to English is even more complicated. For Million
China, the main contact between Swedish Design Company and Million China is
through English Agent because of origina l ownership. They do not contact directly.
Also, they thought Swedish Design Company doesn't trust them very well; a
relationship hasn't been built up. Thirdly, they are not satisfied with the communication
way used by Swedish Design Company which is quite hierarchica l in their mind. For
Agent Bridge, they also found that some Swedish customers prefer Swedish so as to
expla in some problems more clearly.

4.3.24.3.24.3.24.3.2 Organiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tion restructuringrestructuringrestructuringrestructuring
CRM usua lly results in fundamenta l changes in the way that firms are organized and
business processes are conducted .

In the sub- supply chain Swedish Design Company-Agent Bridge- Chinese Tooling
Factory, Agent Bridge sets up a particular purchasing team for each customer including
Swedish Design Company. Members are divided by tasks, they are responsible for
overa ll management, logist ics, price offers and quality inspect ion respectively, which is
cross-funct iona l and customer centric. The solution is just aiming at particular customer,
the service is personalized.

In the sub- supply chain Swedish Design Company-Million China, there seem some
structure problems. Before Swedish Design Company bought English Agent, Million
China has cooperated with English Agent for severa l years and set up a good
relationship. After Swedish Design Company bought English Agent, Million China and
Swedish Design Company don't have direct contact; they contact each other through
English Agent. And Swedish Design Company Shanghai does not involve into the
process too much.

4.3.34.3.34.3.34.3.3 HumanHumanHumanHuman resourceresourceresourceresource managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
Individual employee is the foundation for actual operation of CRM. Human resource
management is an important facet that should be paid much attention on.

In the research supply chain, Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory and Million China
all mentioned engineer and personnel with technologica l very much. Agent Bridge,
Million China and Chinese Tooling Factory provide OEN products, which means the
customer sends drawing first and they will produce according to it. For Chinese Tooling
Factory, after they receive the drawing, the engineer will analyze how to produce and
inspect the quality. For new orders, they always ask engineer to come together to have a
meeting with the customer. When these suppliers need to purchase, they also ask their
engineer to come over there in order to give sub-supplier requirement. For Agent Bridge,
there is a particular employee in their purchasing team responsible for quality
inspec tion in case customers require. Besides, they have a particular contact person for
Swedish Design Company, she replaced another Chinese employee in order to better
service to Swedish Design Company. For Million China, all of their engineers are well
trained.
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4.3.44.3.44.3.44.3.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge managementmanagementmanagementmanagement
As mentioned before, knowledge management is ma inly about collect ing useful
information and transfers it into knowledge for sharing and learning in the organiza tion.

All companies in this supply chain stress the importance of good communication. Agent
Bridge considers transparent information is one of their advantages. They will handle all
communication between customer and supplier as a med iator. When the customers have
quest ions, they can contact Agent Bridge all the time, then Agent Bridge will
communicate with suppliers about the requirements. As one of the supplier, Chinese
Tooling Factory has a good relationship with Agent Bridge; it is involved into the
process from the beginning. Sometimes, they contacts Swedish Design Company
directly in case of some complicated technologica l problems, some of Swedish Design
Company customers also have visited them, which is considered as a successful
exper ience for Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory.

Million China wants to keep a clear line of communication. It would like to keep
information flowing as near as possible. It doesn’t have daily basic communication in
Swedish Design Company besides purchasing manager. They will talk to engineers if
there are major issues.

As to the problematic side, Chinese Tooling Factory hopes information about usage and
function can be provided more, which can also be support for many panic orders.
Million China is faced with more serious problem in communication with Swedish
Design Company, it doesn't communicate very well since it can just contact Swedish
Design Company in England, and the way Swedish Design Company contact it is
hierarchica l which makes it uncomfortable.

4.3.54.3.54.3.54.3.5 TechnologicalTechnologicalTechnologicalTechnological supportsupportsupportsupport
Technologica l support is an indispensable part for successful CRM nowadays. The
communication and cooperation of the supply chain are based on electronic means.
They are mainly emails, telephony and fax. Though these information ways are not at
the level of information system, most communication between companies are electronic,
which is common in oversea cooperation.

In sub-supply chain Swedish Design Company-Agent Bridge-Chinese Tooling Factory,
Agent Bridge also requires the supplier to have a strong administrative system to file
documents. It always asks the supplier to file so it can easily get the history. This is one
part of its quality assurance. Besides, Agent Bridge also recommends its customers and
suppliers to write email in order and step by step, which makes it easily understood.

4.44.44.44.4 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer SegmentationSegmentationSegmentationSegmentation
In these two interviews, Million China just mentioned that Swedish Design Company
takes up 40% to 50% of turnover, so it is significant to Million China. Swedish Design
Company is one of Agent Bridge’s biggest customers in Sweden, probably takes up 5-
10% of Agent Bridge’s business. Agent Bridge is important to Chinese Tooling Factory,
since Agent Bridge takes up 70% turnover of Chinese Tooling Factory. However, the
interviews do not expose the percentage other customers taking and the way to classify
customers. Therefore, Professor Helgi-Va lur Fridriksson helped the authors to get more
information from these companies about customer segmentation through emails.
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From the emails, Million China declared that it does not do segmentation and treats all
customers with the same level of service and dedication. The representor of Agent
Bridge cla imed that although everybody has different customers to handle and there is
segmentation for franchisees by countries, no particular customer segmentation exists.
And no matter the customers are big or not, Agent Bridge tries to satisfy the customers’
requirements. Meanwhile, as Swedish Design Company is a big customer, Agent Bridge
always put high prior ity to their requirement.

Swedish Design Company just classifies its production into standardized products and
non-standardized products, but not classifies its customers.

4.54.54.54.5 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM
Though case companies don't divide their CRM into those implementation processes,
we can still use this framework to invest igate the actual situation of their CRM
implementation.

4.5.14.5.14.5.14.5.1 StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment processprocessprocessprocess
The core task of this process is to coordinate the business strategy and customer strategy.
In our case, suppliers like Chinese Tooling Factory and agents like Million China and
Agent Bridge are faced with their key customers. Swedish Design Company is one of
the most important customers for both Million China and Agent Bridge. Agent Bridge is
the most important customer for Chinese Tooling Factory. So they work very hard to
make clear what the customer really wants. The manager of Chinese Tooling Factory
mentioned that each time he comes to Sweden, he needs to talk to engineer in order to
make sure the understanding is correct. Most of case companies’ ma in market is shop
fitting, which makes them easily cooperate with each other and help each other to
realize the development goal in own line. As a Swedish company which also has office
in Shanghai China, Agent Bridge knows both China and Sweden; their ma in customers
are from Nordic countries. Million China mainly targets market in UK and USA.
Chinese Tooling Factory’s customers are mostly internationa l companies. All of those
are in accordance with the goal and development of Swedish Design Company whose
customers are internationa l and expanding very quick ly all over the world in last three
years.

4.5.24.5.24.5.24.5.2 ValueValueValueValue creationcreationcreationcreation processprocessprocessprocess
Value creation process is the process where companies add value to customers while
they also receive value form customers. In sub-supply chain Swedish Design Company-
Million China, Million China helps Swedish Design Company find satisfying suppliers
to provide qualified products. In sub-supply chain Swedish Design Company-Agent
Bridge-Chinese Tooling Factory, Agent Bridge is also a buying agent for Swedish
Design Company. Both Million China and Agent Bridge take the role of med iator in
order to make the whole process and supply chain run efficiently. They handle all the
communication between Swedish Design Company and suppliers. The only thing
Swedish Design Company needs to do is placing orders and arranging payment. The
only thing that suppliers need to do is producing and sending out products on time and
of good quality. In this course, Million China and Agent Bridge add value to Swedish
Design Company by sourcing satisfying suppliers and making the whole process run
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smoothly. As a supplier to Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory adds value to Agent
Bridge and Swedish Design Company in the course of production and punctual delivery.

At the same time, these companies can also receive value from their customers. Besides
orders and commission which are visible and tangible, there is learning potentia l as well.
Chinese Tooling Factory learns a lot on punctual delivery and quality by cooperating
with the internationa l company. They also improve their way of doing work in the
cooperation with Agent Bridge such as writing emails clearly. Swedish Design
Company gets to know more about Chinese market after severa l orders, which is helpful
for them to get cheaper and better products.

Another important task of this process is maximizing the life value of the customer,
which can be expla ined to be build ing up a long term relationship in B2B cooperation.
Agent Bridge and Swedish Design Company as well as Agent Bridge and Chinese
Tooling Factory have a good relationship and cooperation history, however, though
Million China has a good relationship with English Agent which is owned by Swedish
Design Company now, it doesn't communicate with Swedish Design Company very
well.

4.5.34.5.34.5.34.5.3 MultichannelMultichannelMultichannelMultichannel IntegrationIntegrationIntegrationIntegration ProcessProcessProcessProcess
This process is ma inly about integrating multiple channels to serve the customer. There
are severa l means can be used in CRM, such as sales force, outlets, e-commerce, and so
on.

In the case, a couple of methods are adopted by companies. All the companies use
telephony and e-commerce in cooperation, the email is the way used probably most
frequently. Sending emails not only connects roles directly related, but also connects
roles related indirect ly. Chinese Tooling Factory mentioned it also sends emails to
Swedish Design Company sometimes. Whenever Swedish Design Company has
something to ask, they can take up the phone and contact Agent Bridge easily. Besides
these, they sometimes have meeting face to face or visit the company or factory of the
other side. Engineers are an important group of people who play a significant role in the
cooperation, from the origina l concept idea to fina l production; they are involved in the
whole process all the time.

The integration of those channels is a test to a company's ability. In dealing with
business, those channels should be integrated and used properly. The technology
support is also an important foundation for cooperation. All of these have been shown in
the case. For example, Chinese Tooling Factory has e-commerce contact with Swedish
Design Company and Agent Bridge as well as direct meeting with them.

4.5.44.5.44.5.44.5.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge ManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessProcessProcessProcess
Knowledge management process is concerned about collect ing information and
transferring into useful knowledge. In this case, the main way to getting information is
communicating by phone, email and meeting. Customers send them the requirement and
specification; the companies give their analysis and suggest ions. After the
communication of the information and knowledge, the learning will be shown in the
behaviors.
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Swedish Design Company learns a lot about Chinese market. Many Swedish customers
of Agent Bridge don’t have a clear knowledge about Chinese market, sometimes they
intend to purchase some European standardized products which are rare in China, so the
price is even higher than producing in European countries. At beginning, Swedish
Design Company didn’t know well either. But when similar things happen, Agent
Bridge expla ins to them again and again, and then they learn a lot and are still learning.

Chinese Tooling Factory learns a lot on efficient working, delivery on time and quality
control from Agent Bridge and Swedish Design Company. Delivery on time is
important in European culture. In China, there are always some uncertain things because
of the context and culture. Besides, some Swedish customers said they sometimes
couldn’t get what they really want because Chinese suppliers think some changes of the
product don’t impact the usage but cut the cost. However, European companies requires
products which are exact ly they want. In order to satisfy internationa l customers, they
improve a lot in these sides. Additiona lly, Swedish Design Company requires suppliers
provide products in a environment-friend ly way, which improves Chinese companies
production and benefits the environment in the long run. According to the requirements
of Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory built up a strong administrative system which
can file document well and make reviews easily and conveniently. The information
communication in sub - supply chain Swedish Design Company-Agent Bridge-Chinese
Tooling Factory is almost transparent while Agent Bridge is the monitor of the whole
process.

As for Million China, the main problem in front of them is communication. It can't have
a through and deep discussion with Swedish Design Company, which makes it can't get
useful information of what Swedish Design Company really want and how to improve
itself.

4.5.54.5.54.5.54.5.5 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance AssessmentAssessmentAssessmentAssessment ProcessProcessProcessProcess
This process is ma inly about using proper metrics to evaluate the performance in order
to improve the performance of the organiza tion. Two components of the process should
be considered, they are shareholder results and performance monitor ing.

In our case study, this process is not quite clear separated from knowledge management
process. Companies use key business metric s like turn-over, revenue to evaluate the
performance. As the bridge between Swedish Design Company and suppliers, Agent
Bridge and Million China monitor the whole process. They try to improve the
performance after the assessment.
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5555 ANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSIS
This section analyses the empirical findings within the framework presented earlier in
order to compare the theory and practice and get a better understanding of the topic
CRM of the thesis.

5.15.15.15.1 DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM

5.1.15.1.15.1.15.1.1 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer
In the theor ies presented in Chapter 3, the authors define that in this thesis customers
are not the individual customers but organiza tions in the field of business to business.
Through the interview, the authors recognize Million China and Agent Bridge acting as
the outsourcing partner of Swedish Design Company. The character ist ics of Million
China and Agent Bridge are not the retailing companies. Hence, the customers of
Million China and Agent Bridge are not individual customers as the retailing firms
facing, but the organiza tions. Chinese tooling factory acts more like the factory, so the
marketing customers are not individual customers, either.

The character ist ic of organiza tions decides the type of customer they are facing. A
company can lose one individual customer, because the customer just takes up a small
percentage of its business and it can mainta in other customers and attract somebody else.
However, if the customers are organiza tions, losing one customer maybe mean a huge
percentage of business is gone, the company may be at the edge of bankrupt. From the
empirica l case, Swedish Design Company takes up 40% to 50% of Million China's
turnover and Agent Bridge occupies 70% business of Chinese tooling factory. If Million
China lost Swedish Design Company or Chinese tooling factory lost Agent Bridge,
neither Million China nor Chinese tooling factory would continue their business
smoothly. Therefore, to the outsourcing company, every single customer is important.
Many retailing firms, such as supermarkets, just wait for customers to come and buy.
Meanwhile, outsourcing firms need to be creative enough to attract and mainta in
business customers . That is why the research of Customer Rela tionship Management in
the business to business field is essentia l.

5.1.25.1.25.1.25.1.2 RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship
As Chapter 3 mentioned that, even a customer always purchase goods from the supplier,
it does not mean that the customer and the supplier has a relationship. Only if the
customer and the supplier share the mutual thinking and have a common goal, a
relationship exists. Moreover, parties should be loya l and have positive emotions to
each other with the belief that they are connected with each other closely (Barnes, 2000).

According to the interview between Million China and the Professor Helgi Valur
Fridriksson, the authors recognize that Million China does not have a relationship with
Swedish Design Company, because Swedish Design Company doesn't attempt to know
more about Million China, so that they can never make up a mutual objective. And
Swedish Design Company with a nega tive emotion about Million China defines that
Million China's products can not meet its requirements.
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Comparing with the situation of Million China, it seems that Agent Bridge has a
relationship with Swedish Design Company, because Swedish Design Company does
not have nega tive emotion with the productions of Agent Bridge. However, Swedish
Design Company just order products without discussion with Agent Bridge. Hence,
there is no mutual thinking and the coherent goal.

Although Chinese tooling factory thinks Agent Bridge is its teacher and friend, and
Agent Bridge is more like to share its information with Chinese tooling factory, there is
still no actual relationship between them, for the reason that their definitions of most
valuable element are different, so that they still can not have the same goal.

In the following part, the authors will describe the deeper reasons that why no
relationship exists.

•••• InvolvementInvolvementInvolvementInvolvement

Getting involved in other partner’s business does not only mean the firm is interested in
the production or process of other firm. Firms only can be defined as the high level
involvement customers if they would like to have a two-way commitment with the
suppliers and participate in the business strategies with the suppliers.

Throughout the empirica l study, the authors find out that there is business between
Swedish Design Company and Million China, between Swedish Design Company and
Agent Bridge. However, Swedish Design Company is the low involvement customer of
Million China and Agent Bridge, because they do not have the mutual business
strategies with Swedish Design Company. Swedish Design Company does not care the
strategies or goals of Million China and Agent Bridge, but only pays attention to the
products and processes it wants. And Swedish Design Company also does not want
Million China to be involved into its business since Swedish Design Company never
gives the customers' information to Million China. To Agent Bridge, Swedish Design
Company leak more information to it since it is a Swedish company.

In comparison of Swedish Design Company,Agent Bridge is a higher level involvement
customer of Chinese tooling factory. Agent Bridge prefers to know more about Chinese
Tooling Factory’s strategies and provides more chances to Chinese Tooling Factory to
participate into its business.

•••• CollaborationCollaborationCollaborationCollaboration

Collaboration requires the common goal and the two-way commitment to help the other
firm and the own firm to get more profits. The first step is to share a mutual objective
with theother partner. In order to have a mutual goal, firms should try to get to know
more about others and communicate. However, in the studying case, Swedish Design
Company does not want to share its customers ’ information and is less patient to
communicate when it facing Million China.

The second step to collaborate is to make up a strategy to achieve the aim. The method
to make up strategy is also communication. The most important element to
collaboration is to consider the benefits of the other party. Throughout the empirica l
studying , the authors make a conclusion that there is no collaboration between these
companies.
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•••• CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication

Communica tion is necessary in each step of the cooperation between customer and
supplier. And it is the essentia l element in the internal management of a company
(Saviolo & Testa, 2002). There are three main problems of communication in the
studying case, one of which is the language, second of which is the complicated
information flow and the third of which is the lack of information sharing. Both of
Swedish Design Company and Agent Bridge are Swedish Companies, so that there is no
language problem between them. There is a Swedish employee of Agent Bridge
Resourcing in the Swedish office to handle the business with Swedish Design Company,
since there is no time difference in Sweden and Swedish Design Company can transfer
its orders to Agent Bridge as soon as possible. Although the daily communication is not
problematic between Swedish Design Company and Million China, problems exist in
the deeper communication about the design and technology for some specia l terms are
needed in the design and technology, which are hard to expla in in a foreign language.
The mother tongue of Million China is Chinese while the mother tongue of Swedish
Design Company is Swedish, so that both of them need to communicate in their second
language, English. Hence, Swedish Design Company thinks it is hard to communicate
with Million China.

Besides the language, the complicated information flow is another communication
block. Million China's suppliers can not contact with Swedish Design Company directly,
even the Million China must contact the head department of Swedish Design Company
through theEnglish Agent. There is no transparency information between Swedish
Design Company and Million China’s suppliers. Even Agent Bridge tries to provide
transparency information to Chinese tooling factory and Chinese Tooling Factory can
contact with Swedish Design Company directly, without Swedish Design Company's
admit to share information, no smooth information flow can exist.

The main communication methods among companies are email and telephone. There is
no information database. Therefore, suppliers can not actually get the whole information
of their customers.

•••• TrustTrustTrustTrust

According to Morrman et al. (1993), trust is a vital aspect of every relationship. And
trust reinforces confidence and reliability in relationship (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999).
So the authors believe that without trust, there is no relationship.

Swedish Design Company does not think Million China can meet its requirements, so
that it does not rely on Million China. Further, Swedish Design Company does not trust
Million China. In order to build up a relationship, trust is the foundation.

•••• CultureCultureCultureCulture

Developing and mainta ining relationships is an attitude and a value, which is located in
business and relationship between companies and their customers (Roberts-Phelps,
2001). Since attitudes and values coming from the organiza tion culture, the authors
cla im that it is apparent that culture influences the factors of developing and retaining
relationship. Therefore, in order to improve relationship, customers must be embedded
deeply in the culture (Antar & Gholamifar, 2006). And in the theoret ica l part, the
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authors mentioned that if a company wants to do internationa l business successfully,
culture adaptation is needed.

In the case, although the Million China was set up in China and the founder is Chinese,
the culture of Million China is the combination of Chinese culture and American culture ,
not only the Chinese culture, because the founder has been to American for many years
and the manager, the son of the founder was born and grew up in America. Swedish
Design Company does not know the culture of Million China and always communicate
with Million China in a conservative way. However, in Million China’s view, it wants
Swedish Design Company communicate with it in a more open way as it also has the
American culture. And as a Swedish company, Swedish Design Company prefers to do
business with signing up contracts first ly, while Million China would like to establish
relationship preferentially. Neither of them tries to adapt other's culture. Hence, no
relationship can be built. Further, Swedish Design Company is ethnocentric when doing
business with companies in other countries. Swedish Design Company just gives orders
and even Million China actually provides some useful suggest ions to Swedish Design
Company, Swedish Design Company just focus on the belief that the products of
Million China is not qualified. The Million China is influenced by the Chinese culture
that it does not say "No" even it can not achieve the task.

Because Swedish Design Company and Agent Bridge are both Swedish companies,
who share the same culture, they have a better communication. And as a supplier of
Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory treats Agent Bridge as its teacher and friend.
However, Chinese Tooling Factory just learns the technical and business skills from
Agent Bridge, which is not enough to have a mutual thinking with Agent Bridge. Cross-
cultural learning is more important. As discussed in the empirica l part, Chinese culture
emphasizes on low cost while European culture emphasizes on high quality. Only if the
Chinese Tooling Factory adapts the European culture, it can have a mutual objective
with Agent Bridge.

In conclusion, learning and adapting other party’s culture is the most important step to
establish a relationship.

5.1.35.1.35.1.35.1.3 ManagementManagementManagementManagement
In the theory part, the authors discussed that management is not only the meaning of
management, but also implicates measurement, control and improvement. The authors
believe that companies only can control the relationship between customers and
themselves by using the customer segmentation to measure the value of customers.
Through the empirica l study, there are no measurements of customers in these
companies. Hence, the companies can not keep their customers under their control.
Further, firms can not manage relationship well in the empirica l case, which is in line
with the theoret ica l study. So it is hard for these firms to improve relationship with
other companies.

In the part of analyzing customer segmentation, the authors will have a deep discussion
about the importance of measurement and try to figure out how to improve the
management of customer relationship.
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5.1.45.1.45.1.45.1.4 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship ManagementManagementManagementManagement
In the theoret ica l study, the authors stress that CRM is defined as a business strategy in
this thesis, which implies an approach to manage customer relationships to earn
maximum profits.

Through the empirica l study, the authors find that the companies do have ideas of CRM
to do their business. Swedish Design Company's web-site declares that Swedish Design
Company will take a lead ing marketing position through its expertise and long-term
strategies, which implicates that Swedish Design Company wants to fulfill the
customers demand and tries to build a long-term relationship with them. However, as a
customer of Million China, Swedish Design Company rejects to be a cooperative
customer to have a long-term relationship. Swedish Design Company just orders
without giving an opportunity to Million China to know more about its customers and
business strategies. To Agent Bridge, which has an office in Shanghai, the situation
seems better, it can share some information with Swedish Design Company and the
staff of it have met customers of them.

Acting as the bridge between customers and suppliers, Million China always tries its
best to make customers satisfied as its strategy said to retain customers. The similar
strategy is used by Agent Bridge.

5.25.25.25.2 DimensionsDimensionsDimensionsDimensions ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM

5.2.15.2.15.2.15.2.1 KeyKeyKeyKey customercustomercustomercustomer focusfocusfocusfocus
"We treat all customers with the same level of service and dedication", said the
Manager of Million China.

From our empirica l find ings, Million China, Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory
don't have particular segmentation of their customers. Though Swedish Design
Company is the most important one for Agent Bridge and Million China, Agent Bridge
is the mos t important one for Chinese Tooling Factory, those companies treat them as
other customers. What they try to do is fulfilling requirements from customers no matter
whose order it is. Million China treats all customers with the same level of service and
dedication. As to Swedish Design Company, their strategy has nothing to do with B2B
alliance. Their focus is satisfying their customers who buy their products other than
suppliers, so they don't care whether the supplier has a good relationship with them,
what they care is who can provide qualified products.

However, Agent Bridge admits that they always put high prior ity to Swedish Design
Company's requirement since Swedish Design Company is a big customer for them, so
are other companies in the case. Those small and med ium sized enterprises (SMEs)
want to keep their big customer though Swedish Design Company seems not positive in
this.

As the interviewee of Swedish Design Company said "The biggest problem working
with China is the communication problem. Even though our suppliers sees me more like
a Chinese, and treat me like a Chinese, they put me in a very different position
sometimes. What I mean is also my job responsibil ity and what I'm working with."

According to the study made by Barnes (2000), where customers were asked to describe
relationships with firms, the consumers stated that a relationship exists when they
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receive specia l treatment from the company. A relationship is evident when it is on an
interpersona l level (Barnes, 2002), however, the case is not like this because the
willingness is unila teral.

As a result, Million China, Chinese Tooling Factory and Agent Bridge pay much
attention on communication, because correct communication between companies is
considered critica l for establishing and mainta ining strong relationships (Berry, 1995;
Day & Montgomery, 1999; Fox & Stead, 2001; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Narayandas &
Rangan, 2004).

Sales in any business are mostly generated through business relationships it establishes.
The better you manage these relationships, the more success you will grab.However, in
B2B transact ion, profiling customers is more difficult compared to that in B2C. B2B
customers have more complicated needs and therefore need-based segmentation can be
very difficult for B2B enterprises (Writuparna Kakati, 2009). Since companies involved
in this case are mostly SMEs, they don't have enough ability to segment their customers.
Nevertheless, segmentation of customers is really needed for the development in the
long run.

5.2.25.2.25.2.25.2.2 Organiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tionOrganiza tion RestructuringRestructuringRestructuringRestructuring
Essentia lly, CRM will lead to fundamenta l changes in the way that firms are structured
(Ryals & Knox, 2001) and business processes are implemented (Hoffman & Kashmeri,
2000).

As to the changes of the structure, the most prominent fact we find is Agent Bridge sets
up a purchasing team for every customer. This is in accordance with the study of Sheth
and Sisod ia (2002), Ryals and Knox (2001), who argue that the organiza tiona l structura
l designs that most effectively optimize customer relationships include the establishmen
t of process teams, customer-focused teams, cross-discipline segment teams, and cross-f
unct iona l teams. However, other companies in the case don't have such restructuring, si
nce they are SMEs, whose main power is technical staff. Mostly It is the technical staff l
ike engineers that are responsible for the communication and cooperation in B2B. Never
theless, since the individual is representing the whole company, so the one who is in cha
rge of the communication may be not trusted by the opposite party. "since I'm representi
ng the whole Swedish Design Company Group and not each Swedish Design Company
Swedish Design Companyndividual, sometimes the supplier don't want to "leak" inform
ation to me because they think I will go and tell to someone else and creates problem fo
r them. My job is to help out, not making worse." said the interviewee of Swedish Desig
n Company.

As to the changes of the process, we find that those SMEs don't have particular CRM
process, what they actually do is fulfilling orders. According to Cisco's research, though
they place customer service as a top prior ity, only 4% of SMEs invested in tools to
streamline customer processes. The report also shows the persona l touch is valued by
most small firms but few have the tools to streamline the process (Quicke, 2009). This
is proved by the empirica l study that most communication is between engineers or
management people in the case, which means that mostly customers have access to
individual interface other than a team. Plus, the formal process of CRM is rarely used in
the case.
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5.2.35.2.35.2.35.2.3 HumanHumanHumanHuman ResourceResourceResourceResource ManagementManagementManagementManagement
"What's working well is the competence Million China beholds. They are all educated
engineers within the production area. They can assist with special knowledge about
Chinese way of producing and also help me to understand the Chinese management."
said the interviewee of Swedish Design Company.

According to Krauss (2002), "The hardest part of becoming CRM-oriented isn’t the
technology, it’s the people." Two components should be considered in human resource
management of CRM. As to the management support, since Million China, Chinese
Tooling Factory and Agent Bridge Shanghai are small and med ium sizedenterprises,
they don't have so many employees and departments to coordinate. It is easier to get
management support relative to big corporations.

Another component is training. Since case companies don't have advanced CRM
software to handle customer business, and what the customer need most is qualified
products, so the main training is for engineers. They should be competent for the
technologica l issues in the business. In addition, the efficient and effective way of
working is adopted by management. They write emails in order and confirm what they
get.

To summarize, case companies aren't confronted with a big problem of management
support because of the scale of the companies. There are few complicated relationships
to coordinate. The training is ma inly focusing on technologica l staff.

5.2.45.2.45.2.45.2.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge ManagementManagementManagementManagement
Knowledge about key customers is essentia l for CRM (Stefanou et al., 2003), as it can
be used to develop a "lea rning relationship" with customers (Zahay & Griffin, 2004).

Just as themanager of Chinese Tooling Factory said, they learn a lot from Swedish
Design Company on quality control and punctual delivery. Swedish Design Company
also can learn more about Chinese market through cooperation with Chinese suppliers
and buying agents in China.

One factor influencing knowledge management is information collect ion. As to Agent
Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory and Swedish Design Company, the information
communication runs well for the information is transparent between each other. But the
information about usage and function is needed. Much additiona l information will be
helpful for panic orders which happen all the time. All the suppliers agree with De Toni
& Zamolo (2005) that supporting information might improve the production planning
which will shorten lead times, improve delivery accuracy and decrease inventory levels.

Nevertheless, the communication between Swedish Design Company and Million China
seems problematic. Swedish Design Company are not willing to discuss with Million
China. Million China focus on build ing a good relationship whereas Swedish Design
Company just wants to talk about contract first. Both Ranaweera and Neely (2003), and
Sharma and Patterson (2000) argue that the better is the perceived quality of a service,
the more loya l customers will be to the firm. This perceived quality comes from the
satisfaction with past exchanges with the firms, which is a trust booster (Ganesan, 1994).
Trust is an important element in creation of successful relationships (Ranaweera &
Prabbu, 2003). The higher the level of the trust, the more loya l the customer is to the
firm (Sharma & Patterson, 1999). From the reasoning, we can find that unwillingness
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attitude of Swedish Design Company origina tes from a lack of trust. A lack of trust
comes from the low perceived quality. Because Million China has been produce goods
according to England standard in past, which is considered to be at a low quality since
standard of Nordic countries is higher than that of England.

5.2.55.2.55.2.55.2.5 TechnTechnTechnTechnologicalologicalologicalological SupportSupportSupportSupport
Technology plays an important role in CRM in adding to firm intelligence (Boyle, 200
4). In the case, we find those companies use some means of technical support, including
administrative system, telephony, emails, webpages etc. IT equips enterprises with the
capability to collect, store, analyze, and share customer information in ways that greatly
enhance their ability to respond to the needs of individual customers and thus to attract
and retain customers (Butler, 2000). The main channel for case companies to collect an
d share information is emails and telephony. Accurate customer data is essentia l to succ
essful CRM performance (Abbott et al., 2001), so case companies need to confirm again
in emails or telephone as well as express clearly in emails.

Further, the advent of the Internet broadens the extent of supply chain practices by
supporting low cost communication and accurate information sharing in supply chains
(Cross, 2000). Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory mentioned in the interviews
that it is really helpful to exchange information with Swedish Design Company's
customers, which can be made just through email.

When Cisco asked 1,000 SMEs what technology they used to keep on top of customers
10% either didn't use any or were not sure (Quicke, 2009), which is the same situation
to case companies. What they use of the technology is not so complicated. However, as
there are more and more panic orders and business situation is changing all the time,
this dynamic trade will push the traditiona l model of CRM beyond its limits. Companies
need a new approach- eRela tionship Management - to leverage the web's unique
strengths for capturing and publishing a single view of customers (Quicke, 2009).
According to Cisco's research, though they place customer service as a top prior ity, only
4% of SMEs invested in tools to streamline customer processes. The report believes
SMEs are capitalized on IT opportunities (Quicke, 2009).

5.35.35.35.3 CustomerCustomerCustomerCustomer segmentsegmentsegmentsegmentationationationation
In the opinion of Zeithaml et al (2001), it is unpract ica l for companies to treat all
customers the same with limited sources. However, from the empirica l study, the
authors found that all the four companies have no customer segmentation. Even firms
have segmentation; it is not on customers, but on franchisees or products.

The authors figure out the reasons why there are no customers' segmentations in these
companies, which are these firms, are too small to classify customers except Swedish
Design Company. Swedish Design Company is a large company, so that it has enough
customers to be categor ized, but it ignores the importance of classifying customers. For
Million China, Agent Bridge and Chinese Tooling Factory, they just have severa l
customers, therefore, they may think there is no need to have customer segmentation.
However, in the opinion of the authors, even if the company has one customer, it is
necessary to have customer segmentation, because it can help the firms to create
pertinence strategy according to different customers in different tiers. In the theory
study, a new pyramid customer model is used instead of the old "80-20 rule". Therefore,
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there is no need to classify customers in the method of comparing other customers.
Firms just need to put their customers in the proper tier of the pyramid according to the
conditions mentioned in the part three. It is acceptable to leave other tiers empty. It is
meaningful to classify customers, because resources in the firm are limited and profits
made from different customers are various. Although from the empirica l case, suppliers
cla im that they have no customer segmentation and treat every customer at the same
level, if two customers have contemporary urgent orders to one supplier, supplier
should decide which customer to service first ly with limited resources. In this case,
customer category can help firms to make decision. As an exception, Agent Bridge
cla ims that it always put high prior ity to Swedish Design Company’s requirement. From
that, authors can make a conclusion that although Agent Bridge does not have customer
segmentation in evidence, it has customer segmentation recessively.

Moreover, customer segmentation can help firms to build or mainta in customer
relationship. From the empirica l study, Swedish Design Company accounts a great
proportion of revenue of Million China and Agent Bridge, and Agent Bridge takes a
huge proportion of turnover of Chinese Tooling Factory. As discussed before, there is
no relationship among these companies. Hence, according to the customer pyramid
model, these companies can be classified into the gold tier.

After classifying the customers, firms can figure out strategies to deal with different
tiers of customers. If firms can not reverse the nega tive situation of the lead tier
customers, the best way is getting rid of them in order to save resources to maintain a
better relationship with other tiers ’ customers for the lead tier customers can not or only
can provide little profits to the companies. Firms can try their best to upgrade customers ,
from lead to iron, from iron to gold, from gold to platinum. In the case, Swedish Design
Company is the gold tier customer to Million China and Agent Bridge while Agent
Bridge is also the gold tier customer to Chinese Tooling Factory. If Million China and
Agent Bridge can build up a good relationship with Swedish Design Company, Swedish
Design Company will become their platinum tier. The situation is the same to Chinese
Tooling Factory.

5.45.45.45.4 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation ofofofof CRMCRMCRMCRM
Though the implementing process is not clear from the empirica l find ings, we can still
use the framework to analyze and clarify our empirica l find ings in order the get the
actual implementation situation of case companies. CRM is the tool we use to conclude
and analyze the practice of the case.

5.4.15.4.15.4.15.4.1 StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment ProcessProcessProcessProcess
The aim of this process is to find and develop the organiza tion's business and customer
strategy. It focus on the harmony between the organiza tion's business strategy and
customer strategy.

From the empirica l find ings, actually there is nothing about strategy development
process. Swedish Design Company's strategic objective is focusing on satisfying their
customers. The relationships with suppliers are not emphasized in their strategy. As to
Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory and Million China, their business idea is to
fulfill the customers' requirements and satisfy the customers in the business field, which
can be connected with their customer strategy. However, those companies, ma inly
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SMEs, don't segment their customers and treat all the customers the same though they
will give some prior ity to the big customer.

This process in the case, in the author's view, is starting from the choice of business
field and search for customers for the case companies of small and med ium size.
Companies achieve their revenue and development in their ma in market, like shop
fittings for Agent Bridge, which is in consistent with the needs of customers, like
Swedish Design Company. However, most ly there is no process of select ion of their
targeted customer. The more orders they receive, the more revenue they get. So what
these suppliers need to do in this process is cultivate a service mind in staff and serve all
the customers who place orders.

5.4.25.4.25.4.25.4.2 ValueValueValueValue CreationCreationCreationCreation ProcessProcessProcessProcess
The value creation process is a process in which the mutual value is received by both
parties. In the case, Swedish Design Company get the parts they need for the fina l
products for their customers. Agent Bridge, Chinese Tooling Factory and Million China
get their commission and pay through service and production. Plus, since the companies
are in the market where the products Swedish Design Company need are available and
they are relatively exper ienced in this business, they can easily handle the business
transact ion with Swedish Design Company.

Plus, both parties learn from each other. Chinese Tooling Factory learns the importance
of quality control and punctual delivery from internationa l customers while Swedish
design and Agent Bridge earns more and more about Chinese market through the
cooperation with Chinese suppliers and colleges.

There are some errors in this process. According to the interview of Agent Bridge and
Chinese tooling factory, sometimes Swedish customers cannot get what they order from
Chinese suppliers. Because Chinese suppliers consider it is better to provide the
products of the same usage and lower cost while Swedish just want what they exact ly
want. The main focus of Swedish customers is not only the cost but the quality. This
kind of misunderstanding comes from the different economic and cultural background.
As for such developed countries as Sweden, the difference of cost in such developing
countries as China is not considerable.

5.4.35.4.35.4.35.4.3 MultichannelMultichannelMultichannelMultichannel IntegrationIntegrationIntegrationIntegration ProcessProcessProcessProcess
When companies make clear what value they can provide for the other party and get
from them, they can integrate multiple channels to provide services and products to
their customers.

As to case companies, severa l channels are used in this process, technical staff, e-
commerce, meeting, etc. Almost all the channels mentioned in the third part are used to
some extent.

As to the integration of the channels, case companies try different ways together in
communication and business transact ion whenever it is needed.

5.4.45.4.45.4.45.4.4 KnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledgeKnowledge ManagementManagementManagementManagement ProcessProcessProcessProcess
This process focus on information collect ion, transferring, sharing and learning of
information in order to adjust the practice of the customers through knowledge learning.
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The efficient and effective information collect ion relies on the effect of communication
which is affected by the willingness to communicate and ability to communicate. The
willingness to communicate refers to the attitude to communication. In the case, Agent
Bridge stresses transparent information and communication in their service. The
manager of Million China considers Swedish Design Company is not willing to
communicate with them. In our view, the fundamenta l reason is the trust. And the origin
of this lack of trust to Million China comes from the different cultural background. "The
biggest problem working with China is the communication problem. Even though our
suppliers sees me more like a Chinese, and treat me like a Chinese, “said the
interviewee of Swedish Design Company. In this interviewee's view, the biggest
problem with their Chinese supplier is that they cannot say no." Many times they say
that this is "No problem" even there is! They have to tell us whenever they meet
problems." People in Swedish design Million Chinahink Chinese suppliers are not
willing to exchange problems with them, which is a character ist ic of Chinese culture.
The manager of Million China thinks Swedish Design Company is reluctant to
communicate because of a lack of trust and Swedish culture. They prefer to talk about
contracts rather than relationships.

As to the ability to communicate, language skill and IT support should be considered.
Firstly, Communicating in different languages is complicated and communicating in
second language for both parties, from Swedish to English, Chinese to English, English
to English." said the manager of Million China. Though English has been a genera l
business language all over the world, it is a second language for non-English speaking
countries. Especia lly when they come across some complicated technologica l problems,
language skill becomes critica l and difficult. Secondly, IT support is very important
especia lly for internationa l cooperation.

As to the information sharing and learning, since the companies involved are mostly
SMEs, different people handle different customers and the number of employers is
sma ll, there is no big problem with it.

At last, the knowledge gained is applied to the practice; both parties have learned
something new from the other party and modify own business practice so as to improve
the future cooperation.

5.4.55.4.55.4.55.4.5 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance AssessmentAssessmentAssessmentAssessment ProcessProcessProcessProcess
In the empirica l study, we find that this process is almost mixed with knowledge
management process. Companies assess their performance through main business
metrics such as revenue etc., and adjust their practice to the needs of customers and
development of the firm. For those companies, no complicated and formal assessment
are made use of to evaluate the performance.
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5.55.55.55.5 AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis ReflectionReflectionReflectionReflection

Figure 5.1: Analysis result of empirica l find ings constructed by the authors

In the sections above, empirica l find ings are analyzed in the theoret ica l framework.
Each part of the theoret ica l content is compared with the empirica l information. From
the analysis, the authors find that the implementation of CRM in the case is not as
complete and complicated as that of theoret ica l studies.

From the case, the companies implement CRM follow the process of value creation,
multichannel integration and knowledge management though no specific process is put
forward by those companies. There is no particular strategy development process and
performance assessment process for them.

The reasons for why case companies act like this are concluded into two reasons by the
authors. Firstly, no relationship between them is established. Only if the customer and
the supplier share the mutual thinking and have a common goal, a relationship exists.
However, that doesn't happen in our study. As a customer, Swedish Design Company is
of low involvement. Those companies haven't built any business alliances. Plus, there
are some communication problems because of language, willingness and so on. From
the analysis, we find that an important cause of this situation is coming from a lack of
trust of the customers, which is generated from exper ience, pre-assumption and culture
background. Swedish Design Company have a pre-assumption of the quality of goods
provided by Million China according to its past cooperation history with English Agent.
Both Swedish and Chinese companies have their interpreta tion of the other side based
on the culture. Neither of them tries to adapt other's culture. Further, Swedish Design
Company is ethnocentric when doing business with companies in other countries. From
the empirica l case, Swedish Design Company is at the top of hierarchy, who always
gives orders without patience to listen to the interpreta tion and recommendation of other
companies, especia lly the Chinese company. That is because Swedish Design Company
with the Swedish culture assumes that they are always right and never make mistakes.
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Secondly, no segmentation is operated by case companies. The buying agents and
outsourcing companies admit they have no particular segmentation for customers.
Whenever customers have any requirements, they will try to accomplish them, no
matter where are they from. Based on theoret ica l study, we attribute it into the limit of
scale and operation difficulties. The companies in the case are mostly small and
med ium enterprises. They have limited ability and need to do the segmentation.
However, it is necessa ry to have customer segmentation, because it can help the firms to
create pertinence strategy according to different customers in different tiers. Moreover,
customer segmentation can help firms to build or mainta in customer relationship. After
classifying the customers, firms can figure out strategies to deal with different tiers of
customers. In the case, Swedish Design Company is the gold tier customer to Million
China and Agent Bridge while Agent Bridge is also the gold tier customer to Chinese
tooling factory. If Million China and Agent Bridge can build up a good relationship
with Swedish Design Company, Swedish Design Company will become their platinum
tier. The situation is the same to Chinese Tooling Factory. Secondly, profiling
customers is more difficult compared to that in B2C. B2B customers have more
complicated needs and therefore need-based segmentation can be very difficult for B2B
enterprises (Writuparna Kakati, 2009).
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6666 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion
In the last chapter a holistic picture of the thesis is presented. The authors conclude the
main outcome of the thesis first. Moreover, managerial implications and suggestions
are discussed for further study.

6.16.16.16.1 FinalFinalFinalFinal ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion
Customer relationship is in great need for companies along the supply chain nowadays.
CRM, as an influential and useful strategy, can be used to study the business to business
relationship in supply chain. Plus, such study is relative less than that of CRM in B2C
and within marketing. The purpose of the thesis is to study B2B relationship within
supply chain with the use of CRM. The authors make use of both theoret ica l research
and empirica l study to abduct meaningful conclusions and implications.

In theoret ica l study, we invest igate related definitions including customer, relationship,
management, CRM etc and multiple dimensions of CRM. As a multid imensiona l term,
CRM implies key customer focus, organiza tion restructuring, human resource
management, knowledge management and technical support. Based on literature study,
segmentation of customers is of great help for better CRM and business performance.
The authors suggest adopting Customer Pyramid model based on the study of Zeithaml
et al (2001) to segment customers. Then the successful implementation of CRM is
composed by five phases, they are strategy development, value creation, multichannel
integration, knowledge management and performance assessment process.

A case study was conducted after getting a prelimina ry understanding of the topic. The
case is about five Swedish and Chinese companies. The authors get the information
related from interviews and emails and they are described according to the constructed
framework.

Though analysis on empirica l find ings by means of comparing with literature study, the
authors manage to get a holist ic picture of CRM practice. The authors find that
“relationship” is very important, because without it, customer and supplier just have
connect ion, which can not make sure that they can have long-term cooperation and gain
benefits from each other. We find that the implementation of CRM follows the process
as value creation - multichannel integration - knowledge management. They don't have
specific customers ’ segmentation because of small scale and operation difficulties. In
addition, they haven't established relationship according to the definition of the thesis,
which is a result of low level of involvement, no collaboration and communication
problems. They can be interpreted in to a representation of a lack of trust because of
different culture background.

From these studies, the research quest ions presented in the first part can be answered in
a simplified manner.

•••• WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare thethethethe prosprosprospros andandandand consconsconscons ofofofof thethethethe casecasecasecase companiescompaniescompaniescompanies inininin establishingestablishingestablishingestablishing relationshiprelationshiprelationshiprelationship
betweenbetweenbetweenbetween B2B?B2B?B2B?B2B?

The exper iences of cooperation are including competent technologica l engineers,
continuous learning and understanding. However, they can not establish relationship
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actually, because they can not adapt the different culture and have problem in
communication. Without understanding, not trust can exist.

•••• WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare thethethethe featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures ofofofof CRM?CRM?CRM?CRM?

CRM is a multid imensiona l term, the key features of it is key customer focus,
organiza tion restructuring, human resource management, knowledge management and
technical support, which are indispensable part of successful CRM. When using these
outcomes to analyse theoret ica l and empirica l part, we get conclusions stated above.

• WhetherWhetherWhetherWhether casecasecasecase companiescompaniescompaniescompanies segmentsegmentsegmentsegment theirtheirtheirtheir customers?customers?customers?customers?

In the case, the companies don’t have particular segmentation for customers, however,
there is kind of category to some extent, for they will give their key customer prior ity
when they have to choose.

• HowHowHowHow dodododo firmsfirmsfirmsfirms implementimplementimplementimplement CRMCRMCRMCRMinininin practice?practice?practice?practice?

Compared with theoret ica l study, the actual operation of CRM of the case companies
seems more simple and unclear. In terms of the implementation process brought
foreword by the authors, case companies implement CRM following the process of
value creation, multichannel integration and knowledge management. They haven't
established relationship with their key customer, nor do they have the segmentation,
though their practice shows some character ist ics of CRM.

•••• WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare thethethethe managerialmanagerialmanagerialmanagerial implicationsimplicationsimplicationsimplications forforforfor companies?companies?companies?companies?

From the analysis, the authors think that the main problems with CRM of case
companies are serving without specific segmentation and established relationship. The
urgent tasks for them to improve the retention of key customers are categor izing
customers with the Pyramid model and improving relationship by better understanding,
tailored service and culture adaption.

To sum up, we find that CRM is a useful tool in analyzing B2B relationship. In the
framework of CRM, we can conclude the practice, analyze the advantages and
disadvantages of the practice of those companies and indica te manageria l implications
for companies in similar context.

6.26.26.26.2 FurtherFurtherFurtherFurther StudyStudyStudyStudy
Although the authors have tried their best to do the research concerning on CRM, which
is not sufficiently enlightened.

As mentioned in the analysis chapter, the studying companies are too small to have
enough customers to make the customer segmentation, because to the small company,
every customer is vital important and the number of the customer is so small that the
supplier have enough resource to handle all the customers. And even Swedish Design
Company is large enough to have the customer segmentation, it ignores this area.
Because there are no specia l customers in the companies ’ eyes, they do not treat
different customers differently; moreover, they do not have some business strategies
according to the customers, which mean they use the same strategies and attitudes to
treat various customers. So that the further study can focus on some larger companies,
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who have the customer segmentations to compare the conclusion the authors got; in
order to have some new find ings and depth knowledge.

As described in the methodology part, the authors believe that long period study of a
company can help to create a clearer picture of the company. However, the period of
writing this thesis is limited. The authors had not studied these case companies for a
long time before initiating the thesis. Further, the authors can not continue the study
about these companies after they finished their thesis to see whether the companies can
adapt the authors’ suggest ion and the difference when the companies start to use the
customer segmentation and pay more attention to their key customers. Therefore, the
authors believe that further study can concern on the changes of the companies after
they begin to focus the concept “CRM”.

The study of this thesis is concerning on how to mainta in the key customer. The key
customer is the Swedish Design Company in the study. The authors suggest that a study
conducted by the supplier segmentation from the point of Swedish Design Company
might be have interest. Supplier and customer are the relative concept. The Swedish
Design Company is the customer for the Million China and Agent Bridge. Rela tively,
the Million China and Agent Bridge are Swedish Design Company’s suppliers. They are
in the same supply chain. Therefore, invest igating the supplier segmentation and how
the Swedish Design Company retain the key supplier should be of interest. Moreover, it
can help people to know more and depth about the customer relationship from the
customer, Swedish Design Company’s angle.
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